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Kentucky General Assembly
resumes budget hearings today
after somewhat light work day
are not included under the law
Jr.'s proposed budget and set
which allows tenure for classroom
spending priorities before
instructors, Ka rem said. To
deciding whether more money is
receive tenure under the bill, the
needed.
vocational teachers would have to
In other action, Prather's vote
meet certification standards set
as Senate chairman was needed
by the state Board of Education.
before the chamber approved a
bill establishing a medical review
Karem's bill was approved 35-0
board to assess the competence of
and sent to the House.
drivers'license applicants.
Another measures approved by
Senate Majority Leader Joe
the Senate woula allow the Board
Wright, D-Harned, sponsored the
of Claims to decide cases involvmeasure, and said it would put ining claims of less than $500
to law what has been the state's
without a hearing.
practice by regulation for a
Currently, a person filing a
number of years.
for any amount may reclaim
review
a
Under Wright's bill,
hearing.
a
quest
board composed of physicians
also gave its apSenate
The
would advise the state transportaproval to a bill that would require
tion secretary on whether a perSCOUT DRIVE STARTS — The kickoff breakfast fir captains and their teams started the annual Boy Scout
son was physically or mentally__checks issued an accounts openedfiund Drive. Goal of the drive, to aid local scouts, is $12,500, Sid Easley, drive chairman,said. Approximately
after July 15 to be stamped with
800 has been received
rdin
capable of driving safely.
e,sow, advanced gifts chairman. Addressing the group were
the date the account was opeoed.
(film left) Don Brown,Boy Scouts of America: Kiesow ; Easley; and Hubert Ellison, Boy Scouts of America.
Sen. Fred Bradley, D In other House action Monday,
Frankfort, opposed the bill, sayan 82-7 vote of approval was given
ing the secretary should not have
a bill which would permit
such authority.
businesses to place their advertisHistorically, Bradley said, a
ing emblems on signs at interstate
person's competence has been a
highway intersections.
matter determined by a jury after
Advocates said the bill would
a court proceeding.
1
help the motorist choose motels,
Prather cast the deciding vote
restaurants and service stations
as the bill was approved 18-17.
stocks fell to 13.04 points to 811.26,
By The Associated Press
• Starting today, the interest rate
under federal regulations.
Sen. David Karem, D its lowest finish in 21 months.
on
six-month
earn
may
savers
DLundergan,
Rep.
Jerry
But
less
Louisville, had substantially
Traders blamed the selloff on
indrops
savings
The
beleaguered
certificates
market
money
difficulty receiving his colleagues' Lexington, said the measure
mounting recession worries.
from
relief
same
getting
the
from
is
dustry
percent
to
13.958
small
es
against
to
discriminat
endorsement of a proposal
The drop in stock prices came
as
a
money
of
result
percent.
high
cost
the
14.61
previous
businessmen, and he unsucallow vocational-education
drops in key interest rates.
despite
governauction
latest
s
the
of
lowers
the
also
government'
That
an
amendment
for
called
cessfully
teachers to qualify for tenure.
banks, including
Several
The
bills.
costs.
Treasury
of
borrowing
ment's
Currently, vocational teachers remedying the omission.
AmeriTrust Co. in Cleveland, cut
Treasury Department said Monday it sold about $4.9 billion in six- their prime lending rate to 16.5
percent from the 17 percent level
month bills at an interest rate that
adopted industrywide last week.
was more than II/2 percentage
But none of the nation's larger
points lower than last week.
followed the move to roll
banks
adopted
resolution
ceron
six-month
paid
separate
rate
A
The
the cost
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- response to their defiance con- ed over to them will cover
prime rate, the base upon
the
back
praised
leaders
savand
county
banks
by
sold
the
tificates
by
programs.
dent Reagan, confronted by a bat- vinced him "that we are now in a of the
compute interest
banks
which
a
in
proposing
the
to
pegged
initiative
is
ings institutions
Specifically, he said he will in- Reagan's
tery of state officials unwilling to full negotiating posture and that
loans to
short-term
on
charges
would
that
Monday's
program
figures:
of
two
higher
federalism
Congress
if
fund
assume responsibility for the the odds are very high" that a crease the trust
businesses.
tax
bills.
and
Treasury
authority
yield on six-month
that return more
welfare system, says he wants federalism progrbm agreeable to fails to approve budget cuts
pro- sources to state and local govern- or the average yield on such bills
the
of
size
the
reduce
wold
out.
worked
be
can
.all
the
out
"fleshing
in
their help
ments. But it also resisted the at the four most recent auctions.
year.
details" of his "new federalism"
Speaking to the governors at grams for next
This time the four-week average
welfare trade.
certain,'
"There is one thing for
plan.
their annual winter conference,
was higher.
intenno
have
"We
said.
Reagan
its
position
"NACo maintains
The National Governors however, Rep. James Jones, D- tion of dumping responsibilities on
Meanwhile, the government
proincome
that
maintenance
Association, by a 36-5 vote Mon- Okla., chairman of the House other levels of government
its estimate of the
lowered
grams such as AFDC and
day, told Reagan they support his Budget Committee, said there was
economy's decline last fall, but
resources to
providing
without
be
the
sole
should
Medicaid,
proposal that the federal govern- "less than a 50-50 chance" any
financial
pay for them."
responsibility of the federal signs in the eation's
ment take over the expensive .'new federalism" program will
proposed turning 43 government, with resources ade- markets pointed to a longer receshas
Reagan
NEW YORK (AP) — Two of the
Medicaid program. But they balk- pass this year.
programs back to the states, but quate to meet rising costs," the sion.
largest banks, Citibank
nation's
ed at his suggestion that they rust
Department
Commerce
The
In a meeting with the county ofhis new budget proposal calls for county officials said.
National Bank of
First
and
programs.
basic welfare
said Monday the gross national
first cutting their federal financficials, Reagan had said his plan
their prime lenlowered
The
also
obcounty
Chicago,
proposal
final
in
the
percent
4.7
fell
product
Instead, the governors and
to swap Medicaid for welfare is
ing by about $6 billion.
to 16.5 percent
today
rates
to
to
plan
jected
ding
finance
Reagan's
leaders of the National Associa- only an outline, not a blueprint.
State and local leaders, who lost the program transfers with excise three months of 1981, after adlevel the bankpercent
17
the
from
the
of
instead
inflation,
for
tion of Counties offered to take
about $10 billion in federal funds and petroleum windfall profits justing
"It is not presented as a finished
only six days
adopted
industry
ing
over other programs of equal cost
under the current budget, have taxes, saying the money should 5.2 percent drop it reported
plan that we are seeking to impose
ago.
said
also
— if Washington will assume
on our colleagues in various
said they cannot stand more cuts come from federal income tax earlier. The department
It was the third prime rate
welfare responsibilities they con- echelons of government," Reagan
next year. If they do have to ab- revenues "so as to recognize the inflation rose at a faster pace than
this month.
change
sider national in nature and un- said. "It is a statement of prinsorb big cuts in 1983, they said fiscal disparities of other tax earlier estimated.
week, increasing openLast
at
economists
York,
In
New
manageable at their level.
ciples, and we seek your help in
they could not accept the pro- sources."
rates provided the
interest
market
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
"The president's reaction to our fleshing out the details."
grams Reagan wants them to take
banks to raise the
for
pressure
st
have
fourth-large
Co., the nation's
The state and local leaders
alternative and to our statement
But Reagan declined to respond
over in 1984.
base charge to 17 percent, but on
that we would like to negotiate it to the governors' declaration that
A formal proposal laid before said states vary widely in their bank, predicted large federal Monday a sharp decline in rates
the
and
-budget deficits would prolong
was, 'We begin here'," said Gov. they oppose his plan to cut federal
Reagan by the governors embrac- ability to impose excise taxes
lowered banks' cost of obtaining
Richard Snelling of Vermont after aid to the states in the fiscal 1963
ed the Medicaid portion of his plan that only a few ofthem will be able recession that started last year.
for investment and lending.
funds
of
size
the governors met with Reagan at budget.
and said the future of the basic to levy any taxes on oil. Reagan ---,"Although the ultimate
enabled second-ranked
drop
That
the White House.
welfare programs, food stamps proposes that these taxes be im- the fiscal 1983 deficit as well as Citibank in New York and No. 9
The president told county ofSnelling, a Republican who is ficials, however,that the proposed
and Aid to Families with Depen- posed locally once the federal those of subsequent years is First National of Chicago to cut
chairman of the governor's "new federalism" trust fund to
dent Children, should "be defer- government stops collecting unknown, it is certain that deficits their primes.
as large as now projected could
them.
association, said Reagan's mild
turnred for further negotiations."
help states pay for programs
The prime rate — the base fee
have a devastating impact on corcharge their most creditbanks
porate America," the bank's
corporate borrowers —
worthy
adReagan
The
said.
report
a peak of 20.5 percent
from
fell
ministration estimates the deficit
as low as 15.5 percent
to
July
last
begins
that
year
for the 1983 fiscal
-November.
late
in
Oct. 1 will be $91.5 billion.
manent protections afforded ten on...hat no
He said Watt "is guilty of decepWASHINGTON (AP) — A con_ authenticity," he
the
on
The recession took its toll
wilderness areas under the said.
servation group says Interior tion by deliberately misrepresenKallman noted that Watt, in his stock market Monday. The Dow
Wilderness Act of 1964.
Secretary James G. Watt's pro- ting his intentions to the American
More than 80 million acres are original statement about the Jones average of 30 industrial
posal for a moratorium on oil and people and arrogantly misleading
designated
wilderness areas, wilderness leases on national
in
is
wilderness
Congress."
leasing
areas
gas
which means they are off-limits to television, said Congress could reWatt stunned conservationists
a sham that actually Would
Mostly sunny and noticeably
Sunday when he said the ad- developers and motorized examine the entire wilderness
abolish all protections in 18 years.
warm today. Highs will near
question at the end of the century.
vehicles.
-This bill is a duplicitous hoax ministration would ask Congess to
the 70 degree mark. Becoming
But, Kallman said, "The
withdraw all wilderness areas
and we will oppose it," said
cloudy tonight with a chance
- • arHarmon Kaltman, an Interior
Two suspects have been
William Turnage, executive direc- from mineral leasing until the spokesman, called Turnage's wilderness system would not
for thunderstorms. Lows reflash."
_
rested and charged with a Jan. 28
year 2000.
tor of the Wilderness Society.
maining near or above 50
statements "nonsense" and said dissolve in a
grocery story robbery in
However, Chuck Clusen, the
At first, conservationists the administration has not even
"It is not a wilderness protecdegrees. Chance for storms
Hickman,state police report.
Wilderness Society's conservation
tion bill as Mr. Watt described it cautiously hailed the development drafted its wilderness proposal in
early Wednesday otherwise
proon
the
wilderness
Arrested Monday were 24-yearsaid
administrati
in
shift
director,
major
but
on
a
television,
Sunday
national
as
mostly cloudy. Highs near 60
final form.
old Joe Thomas Mason of rural
tections outlined in the leaked bill
policy.
a wilderness 'sunset' bill that
with falling afternoon
earobtained
-They might have
Hickman and Leon Cobb, 903
would end, "notwithstanding any
But Turnage said examination
would end wilderness protection,"
s.
temperature
the bill)," said other provision in law." He said it
Moscow St., Hickman. State
he said late Monday. .
of the bill, which Watt has promis- ly drafts (of
through Saturday:
Thursday
"Whatever anyone was clear the provision would
police report both remain in
Turnage said the society has ob- ed to submit to Congress this Kallman.
Highs will be in
dry.
and
Mild
is worth repeal the 1964 protections, not Fulton County Jail pending $25,000
week, showed that, in fact, the ad- claims to have obtained
tained a leaked copy of the adlow 50s Thursto
40s
upper
the
bond each. They are charged with
ministration would repeal the per- no more than the paper it is writ- simply be an addition to them.
ministration proposal.
day and Friday and in the upThe society also said the first degree robbery.
per 50s to low 60s Saturday.
In an unrelated incident a
Reagan administration proposal
may pose unacceptable risks to Paducah man jumped from the Irvin Cobb Bridge Monday afterother undeveloped federal lands.
noon, police said.
After Watt described some secOne Section — 1$ Pages .:".•
James Cranneman, 58, of
At the same time, industry
ROME ( AP) — Iran is trying to are supposed to set their prices.
11'
the bill Monday before the
of
tions
Aces
have
to
is
believed
Paducah
Iran's action coincided with sources in the United States said
boost oil exports by cutting its
S.
Interior subcommittee on jumped from the bridge about one
House
Building
prices $2 a barrel in violation of Algerian reports that the prices in the spot market, where
lands, _the. society's and one-half miles north of
public
Classifieds
OPEC's pricing rules, industry Organization of Petroleum Expor- oil not sold on long-term contract
16
spokesman, Gordon Roberts, said
Comics
Paducah at about 12:30 Monday
sources report, putting further ting Countries had scheduled an is traded, showed signs of stabilizmineral leasing ban on afternoon. A KSP spokesman
Is the
Crosswords
pressure on the cartel to hold a emergency meeting for Saturday. ing after several weeks of extrorareas may be "some reported Cranneman left his car
4 —
wilderness
Abby
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meeting and attempt to prevent It next regular meeting is schedul- dinary declines.
trade-off."
of
sort
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Dr.
they
before
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the
of
on top
Iran's customers were reported
an unraveling of its price struc- ed for May 20.
I
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Roberts said his group is con- believe he jumped.
received
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telexes
to
Monday
a
such
for
reProspects
meeting
ture.
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Horoscope
had
body
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At 8 this
cerned about Watt's description of
Iran's reduction, its third this mained in doubt as Saudi Arabia informing them that the new price
•
Today
Murray
the
from
recovered
been
that
yet
links
proposal
not
the
the
month, brought the price of Ira- --- the cartel's most powerful of Iranian light crude was $30.20 a
18
Obituaries
water. Trooper Roger Simmons
wilderness drilling moratorium
That is $4 below the price
, .
nian light grade to $30.20 a barrel, member, which recently said it- barrel.
3
.k-.,'
.
Perspective.
along
incident
the
of
opening
lands
investigated
federal
the
with
$3.80 below the $34 benchmark had no plans to reduce its produc- Iran was charging as recently as
12,13
Sports
with the water patrol.
ago.
outside the wilderness system.
arou-(1 which all OPEC members tion -- showed no sign of agreeing. three weeks

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Budget hearings and committee
meetings resumed this morning
following a relatively light day of
activity opening the eighth week
of the 1982 General Assembly.
Among the measures receiving
approval Monday was one that
would create a "guilty but mentally ill" verdict. The bill, approved
76-11 by the House, would remove
the possibility that a guilty person
could go free if ruled insane.
Under the bill, a defendant
found to be guilty would receive
psychiatric treatment while in
prison. Officials estimate that
about 10 people .a year would be
found guilty under the law in Kentucky.
In the Senate Monday, President Pro Tern Joe Prather, D-Vine
Grove, told his colleagues that the
General Assembly should not be
"stampeded" into concluding that
a tax increase is necessary.
At the same time, Prather said
in a floor speech, he suspects that
legislators will find the need for
more revenue to adequately fund
existing programs.
Noting newspaper stories suggesting a lack of leadership on
revenue matters, Prather said the
legislature should continue its
review of Gov. John Y. Brown
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Williams denies killing anyone
ATLANTA ( AP) -- Jurors who
had heard Wayne B. Williams
called a killer and a homosexual
listened to his side of the story and
touched the soft hands that
Williams says never killed anyone
and never held hands "with no
man."
Calling himself a "care-free,
happy-go-lucky person," Williams
told jurors in his murder trial
Monday he didn't know the two
young blacks he is accused of slaying and certainly didn't kill them.
"I haven't killed nobody."1.
Williams, 23, testified Monday. "I
haven't thought about it and don't
plan on thinking about even doing
it to nobody."
Williams, the 65th defense
witness, testified for nearly two
hours and was to return to the
stand today. He also faced today a
crucial part of the trial — his
cross-examination by prosecutors.

Appearing calm but
acknowledging that he was
"scared" and "nervous,"
Williams denied any part in the
slayings of Nathaniel Cater, 27,
and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, and
said he was not a homosexual.
Cater and Payne were among 28
young blacks whose deaths during
a 22-month period were investigated by a special police task
force. No arrests have been made
in the 26 other killings, but prosecutors contend the deaths of
Cater and Payne were part of a
pattern of slayings that included
10 other young blacks.
Williams, who followed his 64year-old mother on the witness
stand, also denied any part in
those 10 slayings and said he
didn't stop on the bridge where
prosecutors claim he disposed of
Cater's body.
"I want you to tell this jury what
in blazes you were doing on the

Jackson Parkway bridge on the
night of May 21 or the early morning of May 22," defense lawyer
Alvin Binder told Williams.
"To be honest with you, trying
to get to the other side of the
bridge so I could get home," he
replied.
Williams was stopped by a
police stakeout team May 22 after
one officer reported hearing a
loud splash in the river and spotted Williams' car — with its lights
off — on the bridge.
In one of the most dramatic
moments of the trial, Binder asked Williams to step down from the
witness box and allow the jurors to
examine his hands to see if they
were calloused from karate. Prosecutors have suggested that
some of the victims may have
been slain by a method that didn't
give them a chance to fight back.
At least four or five members of
the panel touched Williams'

hands, with one turning them over
to examine both sides.
"Have you ever taken your
hands and put them around
anybody's neck and choked them
to death?" Binder asked later
after Williams returned to the
witness stand.
"Never," he replied.
••Did you ever take a knife in
your hands and put that knife in
someone else's body?" Binder
asked.
"No," Williams answered.
"Have you ever taken a rope
and put that rope around
somebody's neck and squeezed it
until they were dead'?" the attorney asked.
"No sir," he replied.
Prosecutors have contended
that Williams is homosexual and
that his sexual orientation, along
with his hatred for poor, black
"street kids," provided the motive
for the killings.
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Vote on nursing home bill expected soon
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP i —
After several pit-stops, a major
nursing home reform bill appears
to be finally headed for a vote on
J. W.Young, right, U.S. Post Office rural route carrier, has retired
the floor of the House.
after 24 years of service. Young,64, carried mail on both the east and
The House State Government
Murray
left,
Eades,
postmaster;
Robert
the
of
county.
sides
west
Monday voted overCommittee
presents Young with a certificate of appreciation for his 24 years of
whelmingly to send the bill —
service to the postal system.
which had earlier been approved
by the Health and Welfare Committee — to the full House with its
recommendation that it pass.
The bill would give the state the
authority to fine nursing homes
which fail to correct violations,
establish a rating system for nursing homes, guarantee access to
ty Donegal, and ordered a pilot nursing homes and allow poorly
MOVILLE,Ireland (AP) — In a
boat to take them to the moored operated nursing homes to be
pirate-like attack in the early
coal ship.
'hours today, armed IRA guerplaced in temporary receivership.
They boarded the St. Bedan, put
rillas captured a British cargo
The State Government Commitguns to the heads of crew tee Monday rejected most of the
vessel, cast its 10-man crew adrift
members and forced them into a amendments proposed, including
in a lifeboat in Lough Foyle and
lifeboat, police said. The raiders all of those backed by the industry
blew up the ship, police said.
then took explosives from sacks
All the crew members of the
they brought with them, planted a
ship reached shore safely and no
number of bombs and departed by
one was hurt in the incident, police
boat just as the explosives went
said.
off, police reported.
The outlawed Irish Republican
The ship and its cargo sank in
Army's Provisional wing said in a
BEIRUT, Lebanon AP) — Two
shadow water about a quarterstatement that it was responsible
mile from the republic's coastline. cars packed with explosives blew
for what it termed "a successful
The IRA has waged a bloody up in an outdoor market in mostly
attack on an economic target."
The gang warned of 'filrItler '12u2-year campaign to oust the Moslem West Beirut today, and
British from the mainly Protes- police sources said 12 people were
assaults on British ships entering
tant province and united it with 'killed and 40 wounded, including
Irish waters.
the overwhelmingly Roman schoolchildren.
The attack on the 1,200-ton St.
Witnesses said the first car
Catholic republic to the south.
Bedan, loaded with coal and
went off at 1:20 p.m., drawbomb
the
Republic
said
in
Irish
Police
bound for Londonderry, Northern
they were questioning three men ing crowds to the scene. Ten
Ireland, was a carbon copy of an
arrested in County Donegal minutes later a second car explodincident a year ago when a Livered near the crowd, apparently acfollowing the bombing.
pool coal ship was blown up in
for most of the
counting
The St. Bedan had sailed from
Lough Foyle.
Northumberland, England, and casualties.
Lough Foyle is a sea inlet which
The blasts set off a huge fire
was waiting to take its load of coal
separates the Irish Republic from
to Londonderry at the southern that trapped people in flaming
British-ruled Northern Ireland.
ruins, and the police sources said
end of Lough Foyle.
Irish police said the dozenThe 9-year-old St. Bedan was the casualty figure could rise.
strong IRA gang, armed with
Beirut state television said a
worth about $1.85 million, officials
rifles and handguns, took over the
unknown group calling
hitherto
Counsaid.
Moville,
at
station
pilot
boat
itself the "Holy Struggle
Organization" claimed responsibility.
But a Western news agency in
Beirut said it received a telephone
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Major action by the Kentucky
Legislature Monday included:
call from a group which calls itself
House: Approved a bill that would create a "guilty but mentally
the "Front for the Liberation of
ill" verdict, removing the possibility that a guilty person could go
Lebanon from Foreigners," also
—free if ruled insane; approved a bill that would permit businesses to
claiming responsibility.
Pace their advertising emblems on signs at interstate highway inIt said the group threatened tu
tersections..
"continue a series of operations
Senate: Approved a bill establishing a medical review board to
mostly in Lebanon and abroad unassess the competence of drivers' license applicants; passed a
til April 28." It did not elaborate
measure that would allow the Board of Claims to decide cases involvand the significance of the date
ing claims of less than $500 without a hearing; approved a bill that
could not be determined.
would require checks issued on accounts opened after July 15th to be
The front is believed to be rightstamped with the date the account was opened.
wing and has said in previous

IRA pirates blow up
British cargo vessel

and proposed by Rep. Ward
"Butch" Burnette, D-Fulton.
It did agree to an amendment to
provide quarterly reviews of the
standards nursing homes must
meet and to require a nursing
home be convicted of a violation
before it could have its penalty increased on a succeeding violation.
The original bill, sponsored by
Rep. Gerta Bendl, D-Louisville,
would have provided for triple
penalties if a home had received a
citation within the previous year,
even if it hadn't been fined.
The bill had been sent to the
State Government Commitee
after complaints about the way
Mrs,4andl handled the meeting of
the Health and Welfare Committee at which it was approved.
Burnette complained that Mrs.
Bendl, who is chairman of the
Health and Welfare Committee,
had not allowed him an opportunity to introduce his amendments.

Mrs. Bendl said that requiring
The State Government Commitwritten complaints would make
tee began wrestling with the bill
people afraid to make complaints.
Thursday, but managed to get
Rep. Chris Perkins, D-Ledburn,
through only three pages of the 20
said it was also aimed at
pages of changes offered by
employees.
Burnette before it ran out of time
"The thrust of this amendment
and a quorum.
to stop complaints," Perkins
is
A lengthy House session Friday
said.
the
of
meeting
caused a scheduled
Rep. Mary Ann Tobin, Dcommittee to be cancelled.
Irvington, said the effort to
last
rejected
The amendments
change the section on fines as an
week would have required nonattempt by the industry "to mudthe
with
profit groups to register
dy the waters."
state before being allowed to visit
However, the section that
put
have
nursing homes and would
the most discussion
generated
regulation of the measure with the
the
concerned
receivership secand
state Certificate of Need
tion.
Licensure Board instead of the
Burnette said the changes would
Department for Human
spell out the provision in plainer
Resources.
language and would allow the proMonday the committee rejected cess to be quicker.
proposals that included requiring
Mrs. ..Bendl responded that it
written complaints, limiting fines would allow i poorly operated
only to life tipeatening situations nursing home to drag things out to
and reworking the receivership "an almost unbelievable and
section.
unreasonable situation."

12 dead,40 wounded in Beirut explosion
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communiques that it wants to rid
Lebanon of foreigners, an apparent reference to Palestinians
_
and Syrians.
Scores of ambulances raced to
and from the seafront Rawche
district where the bombs went off
while militiamen fired automatic
weapons into the air to clear away
traffic.
Some of the wounded were
youngsters caught walking or

riding buses home from school
through the usually overcrowded
shopping area.
Associated Press reporter
Scheherezade Faramarzi, who
happened to be at the scene of the
blasts, said the bomb-laden cars
were parked on the side of the
road and that several other cars
were set afire.
"There is so much smoke you

'
can't breathe," she said.
A thick pall of smoke rose above
the capital shortly after the two
explosions, .which were heard
throughout the city.
It was the first car bombing in
West Beirut this year after a string of car bombings last year. A
total of 18 bombings in Beirut between September and December
last year claimed more than 200
lives.

New Orleans beefs up police shifts
to help control Mardi Gras activities
day to discuss the problems..
NEW ORLEANS(AP) — Police
"I think he's satisfied," Foti
are known to look the other way at
said after the meeting. "We've
Mardi Gras activities that could
ordinarily land one in jail, but ex- done what we needed to do — protect the citizens and the tourists
tra shifts were on hand to keep
from the unlawful element and recontrol of an expected 1 million
main within the court-imposed
people for today's parades.
King Zulu was to lead off the
(jail population)limits.
"Thank God it only comes once
day-long street parades, his 73rd
" a year,"saidTbtL '
-annual appearance.
Mayor Mitch Kollar praised
The jails were already jarrimed
police and citizens Monday for the
with more than 2,800 prisoners,
lack of any ,serious violence and
and more than 150 state police had
called for restraint. "The
been sent in to help free police for
response has been tremendous,"
parade duties.
U.S. District Judge Frank —The said.
Last year, a gunshot wounded
Polozola, who has ordered Sheriff
three people at the Bacchus
Charles C. Foti Jr. to limit the inmate population, relaxed his — parade while two children were
orders somewhat for the 14-day
crushed between floats during
other parades.
Carnival season.
Police reported many minor inPolozola, who is overseeing
lawsuits attacking overcrowding
cidents, including picked pockets,
in the jails, met with Foti on Monsome snatched purses and several

Soviet officers killed
by Afghan rebel forces
fAF)-

NEW DELHI:India
Lf.
Gen. P.I. Shkidchenko and several
other Soviet officers were killed in
the crash of a helicopter in eastern
Afghanistan after it was hit by
rebel rocket fire, Western
diplomatic reports from Kabul
said today.
The reports were disclosed by
sources in New Delhi and
Islamabad, Pakistan, who refused
to be identified by name or nationality. They said Shkidchenko,
tw4Wr three other Soviet officers
and an Afghan were flying between Gardez and K host in eastern
Afghanistan when their aircraft
was hit Jan. 19 or Jan. 20 by at
least one rocket.
All aboard were killed, and the
wreckage was found about 6 miles
from K host, which is 112 miles
southeast of Kabul, the reports
said. They said a military
memorial service was held for the
Soviet officers before their bodies
were flown to the Soviet Union:
T,he sources who disclosed the
report said news of the general's

death was received -earlier but
was withheld until it was verified
by a number of reliable informants.
The Soviet army newspaper
Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star) announced Shkidchenko's death on
Jan. 23 and said he "perished in an
air disaster while performing his
duty." It gave no other details.
The obituary notice said he had
been deputy commander of Soviet
troops in East Germany in charge
of eim-bat training and then was
transferred to Odessa, on the
Black Sea, where he was chief of
the military training department
for that military district. It said he
was 59.
It was not immediately known
whether Shkidchenko was the
highest-ranking Soviet military
officer reported killed in
Afghanistan since the Soviet army
first in,tervened there in
December 1979 to help the Presi(tent Kabuli Karmal's Marxist
government battle Moslem insurgents.

booze-inspired fistfights.
Early last week, a teen-age girl
was stabbed by andther girl at a
parade. On Sunday night, a
youngster fell through a storefront
window and sent a crowd on Canal
Street running in panic, but no one
was seriously hurt.
Police said a melee developed in
which about 50 people waiting for
the Bacchus parade started dancing and singing.
Last year during Bacchus, a
plainclothes policeman's gun went
off in a scuffle with a band
chaperone and two people, including a high school drum major,
were wounded.
The top parade of the dais that
of,Ftex, king of Carnival.
William B. Reily III of Metairie,
president of a coffee company that
bears his name, will serve as Rex.
Katherine Waters of New Orleans,
a junior at the University of
Alabama, is his consort.
As the parades roll on all day
long, people stand shoulder to
shoulder along the streets yelling,
"Throw me something, mister" as
those on floats toss cheap beads
and aluminum dubloons
In the French Quarter, where
it's wall-to-wall people, some men
shimmy along Bourbon Street in
bikinis or elaborate ball gowns.
Women on ironwork balconies are
urged by chanting crowds to expose their chests. Some do.
The festivities officially end at
midnight, when Rex and Comus
meet and usher in Lent, the traditional Christian 40-day period of
fasting and sacrifice.
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Higdon has
successful week

•

Jim and Judy Stahler are proving
you can still make it big in darying

it
SEN.GREG HIGDON
First Senate District
Although it was a short week due to the President's Day holiday on Monday,last week was a successful and productive one for me.
Two bills I've spent many hours researching and
drafting were approved by the Senate.
As I predicted in last week's column, Senate Bill
48 dealing with solid-waste disposal was approved
by the Senate. I'm very pleased with that particular
'piece of much-needed legislation and think it's one
we can live with in western Kentucky.
Last fall I visited the state's maximum security
prison at Eddyville, where it was brought to my attention that inequities exist in the law dealing with
attempted escapes by prisoners. The second bill I
moved on the Senate floor last week deals with that
problem.
It seems that under current law, convicted
criminals who attempt to escape from a detention
center are not legally penalized. Such attempts
often endanger other prisoners and the prison staff,
yet there is nothing in the law to discourage them.
My bill — which was approved unanimously last
week — would make it a first-degree offense for using force during an attempt to escape and would
make other attempts second-degree offenses. Both
would add time to the prisoner's sentence.
Now that those issues are out of the Senate, I'm
concentrating my efforts on a couple of education
matters.
I am in full support of Senate Bill 238 which would
give back the in-service days promised to our
teachers when they signed their contracts for the
1981-82 school year. Those days were taken away by
the governor as an economy move because of the
right budget. While I am in sympathy with the
governor's motives, I just don't think that the state
has the right to break its contractual agreement.
The state promised the teachers 185 paid working
days, and the state (not the local school district) is
obligated to fulfill that promise.
Last week I presented a bill sponsored by Murray
Rep. Freed Curd to the Senate State Government
Committee. Curd's bill would add a non-teaching
university staff member to the board of regents of
each regional university. The committee decided to
delay acting on the legislation to give representatives of the regional universities a chance to air
their views on the bill.
As always,I urge you to contact me with your opinions, comments or ideas. I am your voice in
Frankfort, and I need to know how you feel about
the important issues we must take a stand on every
day. The quickest way to contact me in Frankfort is
through our toll-free telephone number, 1-800-3727181. An operator will take your message and pass it
along to me.

What this country needs as badly
as a 6 percent interest rate is more
young, hard-working, optimistic
couples like Jim and Judy Stahler.
Jim and Judy operate one of the
largest and finest dairy operations in
this part of the country about three
miles from town on 121 South on land
he either owns or rents and which at
times was part of the Buford and
Hillman Housten, Rupert Lassiter
and Andrew Wilson farms.
And, dairy operations are few and
far between in these parts. Only a
few years ago, I'm told, these were
as many as 300 in the county. Today,
only 13 or so are left.
I guess that's what I find so amazing about this young couple. They not
only operate one of the most modern,
fastest growing dairies in the South
with an investment of more than halfa-million dollars, but they knew when
they both were students at Murray
State University that dairying was
what they wanted to do — and they
are doing it in a big, impressive way.
_ •••
They also find time — although, as
you can imagine, dairying is a fulltime, extra hours, seven-days-aweek job — to be more than mildly
active in the affairs of their church
and community.
Judy, the former Judy Hubble of
Trenton, Tenn., and a home
economics graduate of Murray State,
is president of the 22-club Calloway
County Homemakers Association.
She was raised on a farm, and, like

e,

Looking back
Ten years ago
Members of Murray-Calloway County Real
Estate Board had contributed $100 to be applied
toward purchase of new furniture for new terminal
building at local airport, Kyle Field.
Dr. J. Donald Brock, alcohol-drug counselor of
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health Center,
and Willard Ails, pharmacist at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and chairman of Calloway County
Drug Council, had conducted a program about
"Drugs of Abuse" at Murray City Hall Feb. 22.
Twenty years ago
SFC Leslie Holmes Ellis, Jr., had received a
watch in recognition of having been top graduate at
100th Division's non-commissioned officers
academy at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
Employees of Murray Manufacturing Co. had set
an all-time production record Feb. 22 when they had
produced 766 gas ranges.
Thirty years ago
The Rev. Ralph T. McConnell had been named
pastor of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Tommy Doran, pianist, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
Doran, had placed first in a music contest, sponsored by Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
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Today is Tuesday,Feb. 23, the 54th
day of 1982. There are 311 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 23, 1942, a Japanese sub-
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business after 10 years of living in the
two-room, concrete block home on
the place and milking as many as 75
cows twice a day.
They moved into a spacious new
home just across the highway and
where they live today — next door to
Dan's boyhood home.
That's when Jim and Judy moved
to the farm, and for the next two
years,they operated as a partnership
with the Shipleys, during which an
arrangement was worked out to
enable them eventually to take over
and own the dairy operation.
Then Dan went into the insurance
business altogether, and sold the
herd, with exception of 8 or 10 cows,
which Jim bought. He then purchased 4 or 5 more, and with 15 heifer
calves from which to grow
replacements, he and Judy started in
the business.
One of their first moves was to purchase — with the help of a Federal
Land Bank loan — 200 acres of the
Shipley land and to remodel the tworoom, concrete block home into an
attractive three-bedroom home with
two baths, living room, dining room,
family room and kitchen.
Then, in 1979, the partnership with
the Shipleys expired, and since then,
they have been completely on their
own. Their growth in as inspirational
as it is phenomenal.
In Thursday's column, I'll tell you
about their operation, which already
has brought national recognition to
Calloway County's dairymen.

letter to the editor

Agriculture problems started
during Gerald Ford's presidency

Department of Agriculture must get
their act together. Surely, they
realize what a tragic blow to the
farmers of this country their actions
and in some cases inaction is causing. And the farmer's plight in this
mess is only the tip of the iceberg.
Obviously, nothing happens until the
farmer grows or raises something,
be it wheat, corn, soybeans, rice, cattle or hogs. But that is only the beginning.
I don't think most people realize
that agriculture is this country's
largest industry. It's assets today
total nearly one to get a group of
farmers to all agree on the same
thing. That's why there's more than
one farm organization. The interest
of the wheat farmer may not be (and
in many cases cannot be) the same
-Sag rice farmer, a peanut farmer, a
cotton farmer, or a corn farmer. As a
result, it's difficult for them to get
together and agree on a course of action.
But in this country today if you
have no political clout, you have no
clout at all. Thus, the farmer and
those who are dependent on what
happens to the farmer are at the naorcy of the Congressmen who come
from the center of the big cities and
whose intc rest seems to be pointed
only toward having the lowest possiconstituents.
Another tragic example is Japan. ble food prices for their
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Today in history
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Jim says he has been interested in
farming, and especially dairying,
since he was big enough to know the
difference between a cow and a bull.
He spent many happy hours as a boy
on his grandfather's dairy farm —
now a beautiful golf course — in Pennsylvania.
He even rented and farmed a 40acre tract when he was a high school
_senior.
Before being attracted to Murray
State in 1963 because of its fine dairy
program, he worked for eight years
with a Brown Swiss dairy operation
near his home.
Once at Murray State, from which
he graduated in 1968 with a degree in
agriculture, he went right to work on
the university farm, first for $1.25 an
hour and which was later cut to 75
cents because of a cutbacks in funds.
"That's was hard work," he recall-

ed with a chuckle, "especially after
having to walk out to the farm and
back every day from Franklin Hall."
But, dairying was his first love,
and he began to look for a job with
one of the many dairies in the Murray area at the time. That's when he
first met Dan Shipley, now a Murray
insurance man and to whose friendship and support Jim attributes
much of his business growth.
Dan and his wife, Mary, were
operating a dairy herd at the farm
where Jim and Judy live today.
Dan didn't really have anything for
the eager, young Pennsylvanian to
do, but he put him to work painting a
barn.
That didn't take Jim long to complete before he, again, was looking
for something else to do on the place.
"We simply weren't able at the
time to take on another person in the
dairy," Dan recalls, "but that didn't
stop Jim. He wanted to come out
anyway and help with the milking
without any pay whatsoever. He just
wanted to learn all he could about it
by milking and working with the
cows and the heifers."
It wasn't long, though, before Dan
felt compelled to put Jim on the
payroll, and he has been working
with or milking dairy animals on the
farm ever since.
•••
Meanwhile, Jim had met Judy at
the university, and in 1965, they were
married.
Two years later, Dan and Mary
decided to get out of the dairy

Dear Editor:
The problem agriculture is facing
today actually began when President
Ford decided to put an embargo on
grain shipments to the Soviet Union
in 1975.
The reason he gave was that we
had high food prices in the U. S.
Later, President Carter decided to
use the shipment of food and grains
to the Soviet Union as a weapon
against their invasion of
Afghanistan. Reagan is now using
the shipment of these items to Poland
as a weapon. So it's small wonder
that other countries have decided
that if U. S. can use the shipments of
those commodities as a club over the
head of someone, why can't they do
the same thing.
For example, Mainland China has
told us if we continue to sell military
planes to Taiwan, they will not honor
the five year contract they have with
us for the purchase of various grains.
India has also decided they could use
it as a weapon against us by threatening to cut off the purchase of various
grains from the United States if we
continue to sell weapons to Pakistan.
Can we criticize them when we are
doing the same thing? Also, can we
fault the Russians when they indicate
they would rather not have us as
their main source of supply?

By Ken Wolf
For all their appreciation of the human predicament, Abraham Heschel and Thomas Merton were
both men of faith. Both believed in the need for
peace between man and man but, as Merton wrote,
"to reconcile man with man and not with God is to
reconcile no one at all."
Human life was holy and worthy of reverence, in
Heschel's view,only because of God's love:
The fear you must feel of offending or hurting
a human being must be as ultimate as your
fear of God. An act of violence is an act of
descration. To be arrogant toward man is to
be blasphemous toward God.
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Jim, is an only child.
Jim is active in local agricultural
circles and in First United Methodist
Church in Murray, where he currently is superintendent of the church
school as well as a member of the administrative board.
He grew up in Coopersburg, Pa.,
near Allentown with the full name of
James Stahler, HI. His father,
James, Jr., is a retired steel mill
worker, and his mother is a graduate
of Lehigh University. She taught
school for 25 years before retiring. In
1977, they moved to Murray and
make their home at 1506 Belmont.
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Thoughts in season
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Lindsey Elizabeth Ryan born
Lt. and Mrs. Dowell Ryan, 5234B Month Gue
Loop, Fort Bliss, Texas, are the parents of a
daughter, Lindsey Elizabeth, weighing six pounds
13 ounces, measuring 20/
1
4 inches, born Thursday,
Feb. 4, at William Beaumont Army Medical Center
there.
The mother is the former Virginia Flora. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Louis Charles Ryan and
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Flora, all of Murray.

Meagan Rae Overbey born
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Overbey, 1905 Wiswell lid., announce the birth of a daughter, Meagan Rae,
1
4 inches,
weighing seven pounds, measuring 20/
born Sunday, Feb. 14, at Murray-Callowey County
. Hospital. They have a son, Jason, 4. The mother is
the former Melissa Treas. The father is selfemployed as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert
Overbey, Rt. 2, and Mr. and Mrs. H. E. (Jackie)
Treas, Rt. 7. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
H. I. Treas, Kirksey. A great-great-grandmother is
Minnie Thweatt of Marshall County.

Bedwell patient at Lourdes
' William (Bill) Talbert Bedwell of Rt. 1, Hardin, is
,a.patient at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He sustained multiple head injuries and a broken neck when a
tree fell across him Saturday, Feb. 6. His condition
Is reported as good.

. Imes initiated by fraternity
Emily Susan Imes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
'John R. Imes, Almo, was initiated into the Epsilon
Nu Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi fraternity at Murray
State University. She is a senior majoring in ac•
counting.
Beta Alpha Psi is a professional accounting

HEALTH
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Mother wants call each day

fraternity for students with an interest in accounting, academic qualifications and outstanding
character. Membership is based on academic
achievement.

DEAR ABBY: I am a

22-year-old female and a
college senior. I have lived alone in apartments
for four years and have
been self-supporting for a
Mr. and Mrs. Skip RogersNO2 North Eighth St.,
year and a half. (My
are the parents of a daughter, Stephanie Orlene,
parents are now supweighing six pounds 15 ounces, measuring 19',2 inporting me while I finish
ches, born Tuesday, Feb. 16, at Murray-Calloway
college.)
County Hospital. The mother is the former Joyce
Nance. The father is employed at Save Mart.
My problem is that my
Grandparents are Delbert Rogers, Mayfield,
mom wants me to call
Eulalya Warren, Murray,and Mr. and Mrs. Lendon
home long distance every
Nance, Rt.6.
day. If I have a problem,
she can tell it in my voice,
and she pesters me until I
Jean Hamilton presented a program about "Cults
tell her about it — in
and Sects" at meeting of Northside Baptist Women
detail. Then she gives me
on Feb. 1 at 7 p.m. in the home of Judy Jones. The
a lot of usually good —
group voted to buy leather bound song books for the
but unasked for — advice.
song.leader and pastor in honor of the late Harold
I appreciate her conBoyd and Ryan Graham who had served as song
cern, but the result is that
leader and assistant song leader.
I don't solve even minor
Ann Salmon gave the prayer calendar.
problems myself.
Refreshments were served by the hostess. Also preMom also wants a
sent were Janet Duncan, Kathy Mohler and Mary
recap of my entire day,
Ann McCuiston.
which doesn't leave me
much privacy. "Where
did you go? Who did you
Three lessons were presented at meeting Feb. 9 of
see?" Until a month ago
Suburban Homemakers Club at home of Lou
when I blew up and refusMcGary. They were "Color In the Home" by Lillian
ed to continue, she inDunn,-Once Upon A Diet" by Sue Dunn and -Know
sisted that I call her when
Your County Government" by Jo Farley. Rachel
I
got home from every
Hendon gave devotional thoughts on "Life Is A Picdate so she'd know I was
ture."
"all right." (She'd wait
Reports were given by Pat Rogers, secretaryup.) If I didn't call by
treasurer. Announcement was made of County
12:30,
she'd call me every
Tasting Luncheon April 29. McGary and Rosanna
15 minutes until she
Miller, hostesses, served refreshments. Also prereached me. If she
sent were Sue Adams and Anna Bell Russell.
couldn't reach me, she'd
call my apartment
manager.
I've tried to cut down
on the calls, using the
bills as an excuse, but she
insists her peace of.mind
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. is worth every penny.

Stephanie 0. Rogers born

Hamilton gives program

Suburban club has meeting

Plagued by irregular beats

I am sending you The
• DEAR DR. LAMB —lam always works perfectly
a 65-year-old male with a when you have it looked at. Health Letter number 6-12,
Irregularities,
heart problem no doctor has You are giving a very good Heart
been able to diagnose. I have description of paroxysmyl Shipped Beats, Tachycardibeen to a well-known clinic tachycardia, which means as. Others who want this
for a complete physical attacks of rapid heart issue can send 75 cents with
exam and they found noth- action. You probably have a long, stamped, selfiug. The problem — for no an irregular beat at the start addressed envelope for it to
apparent reason my heart then the attack. These do me, in care of this newspawill feel as if it almost stops occur in people who have no per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
then starts pounding hard underlying heart disease.
To find out what you have 10019.
and very fast. I get weak
DEAR DR. LAMB —
and of course scared it would help if you could
have an electrocardiogram What foods contain biotin?
because of my age.
I had these symptoms (heart tracing) during an You said excess egg whites
Once or twice when I was episode, better yet at its destroy it. I have substantial
about 18 but they went onset and ending. To do this hair loss and eczema (a skin
away, but in the past six you need a monitor that rash that is not clearly
years I'm having them very records your heartbeat con- defined) and a lot of digesoften, sometimes every few tinuously that you can wear tive problems. I'm only 26.
days. It is like a cloud hang- for several days. These are I've been told the hair loss is
ing over me as I am still Hotter monitors and you nerves and the digestive
working. It is difficult to wear one that looks like you problems are because 1
hold a job when an employer were carrying a camera. Of drink coffee. I'm only intersees me have one of these. It course that won't help either ested in my own health and
takes me three to four hours unless you have an attack knowing my body.
DEAR READER — First
to get my strength back. I during the recording.
If you continue to have let me remind you that it is
don't smoke but I do drink
three to four cups of coffee a trouble and it can't be docu- raw egg white that destroys
mented maybe one of the biotin, not cooked egg white.
day.
EAR READER — You heart specialists will be will- That is because raw egg
Are like the electrical appli- ing to give you a trial on one whites contain a substance
ance with an intermittent of the medicines used to con- called avidin that destroys
Xhort. The blamed thing trol such attacks.
biotin.

A well-balanced diet is
believed to contain more
than enough biotin for
healthy people. It is in abundant quantities in liver,
kidney, egg yolk and some
vegetables. Fruit, meat and
cereal are poor sources of
biotin.
A white elephant sale
Your body manufactures
biotin — apparently by bac- was conducted at
terial action in the intestine. meeting of Golden Age
At the most about 46 micro- Club on Jan. 28
in the
grams of biotin a day are
eliminated in the urine. It social hall of First United
follows that 50 micrograms Methodist Church.
a day is sufficient for adults.
At noon a potluck lunIn infants under six months,
biotin deficiency can be a cheon was served.
cause of seborrheic dermaMembers present were
titis.
See a dermatologist about Joe Gertzen, Paul
your hair problem.
Kingins, Opal Reeves,

I've never given her
any reason to mistrust
me. I lead a very
wholesome,quiet life.
I love my mother very
much, but I need more
time between calls to
learn how to handle my
own life alone. Help!
SMOTHERED BY
LOVE
DEAR SMOTHERED:
The problem appears to
be your mother's. She
needs to advise, direct
and control you. For the
good of both of you, lovingly suggest that she get
professional help and
stop trying to live your
life. Even though she
means well, she is stunting your emotional
growth.
•••
DEAR ABBY: As most
people know, women live
longer than their
husbands, but do you
know why? My doctor has
advanced an interesting
theory based on his
studies in the medical
profession.
Men die younger
because of tension caused
by lack of sex. It seems
that wives, as they grow
older, find many excuses
to deprive their husbands
of sex. Lack of sex causes
tension buildup, which
leads to strokes and heart
attacks.
If wives want their
husbands to live longer,
they'-will give them lots of
loving. I'm 68 and have

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding -article are available at thenewspaper office, 106 N.4th St.

Luncheon and sale
featured at meeting

The major arteries of the Great Blue whales are
large enough to roll a basketball through.
A bacillus strain that is lethal only to mosquitoes
was recently discovered by biologists at Israel's
Ben Gurion University. The biologists are now investigating field application of the potential
substitute for chemical pesticides.

Thelma Parker, Otie
McDougal, Shirley
Werts, Naoma Schwalm,
Modena Butteworth, Ploy
Caldwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Marose, Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew ',a choy,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hendrickson, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Davis
and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Schlueter.
Guests present were
Ora, England, Louise
Palmer, Priscilla Schanbacher and Carrol
Hodges.
The club will meet Feb.
25 at 11:30 a.m. at church
social hall. Leah Peterson will present a musical
program. Each person attending should bring a
Valentine signed and
sealed but not addressed
for a party to follow the
luncheon.

Pina Colada Compote recipe
featured in menu forsupper
IlyCECTLYBROWNSTONE
Associated Press
Food Editor
SUPPER FOR FOUR
Beef Enchiladas Beans
Rice Salad Pina Colada
Compote
Pins Colada Compote
Easy to assemble and
delicious dessert that has
a frosty look.
2 medium grapefruit
8-ounce can unsweeten-

EARECKSON
,

7:00,9:00

CONRAD'S PIANOS & ORGANS, has invited HAL LEONARD
PUBLISHING CORPORATION, the LARGEST MUSIC PUBLISHER
IN THE WORLD to set up a display of all of keyboard and guitar
products so that you con have a chance to see some products you
might never have a chance to look over again. It's incredible!!!!
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ed crushed pineapple, undrained
•
1,1 cup canned cream of
coconut
2 tablespoons 80-proof
white rum
Halve grapefruit and
with a grapefruit knife cut out sections and
drain. Gently mix the sections with the pineapple,
cream of coconut and
rum. Serve at once or
chill. Makes 2 cups — 4
servings.

7:00,9:10

40,000 DISPLAY OF MUSIC!!
TEACHING PROGRAMS *** PERSONAIJTY FOUOS *"NANO SOIAS***
LASSICAL SOLOS IL DUETS ••" CHORAL -MUSIC ***-GOSPEL ***—
NOSTALGIC SHEET MUSIC IN ITS ORIGINAL PORN (foe ex:"Peace In The
Vol*" — "lint A Closer Walk With Thee" — "Endless Love" — "Sound of
Musk" — "Faded Lowe" — "Oklahoma" — sod Over200 nasal

fb

already had one heart attack and I'm afraid it is
my fate to have more.
This letter may, however,
cause some wives to have
second thoughts.
LACKING LOVE AND By Abigail Van Buret
HATING IT
loudly to the womar
DEAR LACKING ahead of her, "Now I
LOVE: What about have heard everything!"
women who are also beI could do nothing but
ing deprived of sex? They wait and tolerate her
are faced with the same smoke. Have you any
"tension buildup" as suggestions that I could
men. There are many use in a similar future
reasons why strokes and situation?
heart attacks occur in
E.G.
both men and women,
DEAR E.G.: It's highly
and sexual frustration unlikely that you will
may contribute some, but again encounter the likes
I think your doctor's of anyone so rude and in— theory" is too considerate, but if you
simplistic.
,should, in your most gen•••
tle and humble tone inDEAR ABBY: While in form the smoker that you
New York City recently, are "allergic" to smoke.
my daughter took me to So much depends on the
see a performance at Lin- way you ask.
..•
coln Center. Before leaving the theater I went to
CONFIDENTIAL TO
the restroom because it "ASHAMED" IN CONwas a long ride home to NECTICUT: No one said
New New Jersey.
it better than George BerAs I stood waiting in nard Shaw: "The more
line, a very attractive things a man is ashamed
woman stood in front of of, the more respectable
me, lit a cigarette and he is." Don't put yourself
started puffing away: The down. Pick yourself up.
room was .crowdegs,and
the smoke became very
Problems? You'll feel
offensive. I asked her to better if you get them off
kindly let me go ahead of your chest. Write to Abher as the smoke was by, P.O. Box 38923,
bothering me. She looked Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
at me in disbelief and For a personal reply,
said., "I most certainly please enclose a
will not!" Then she puff- stamped, self-addressed
ed.allThe more and said envelope.
_

WOW

Paducah Mall, 3200.5. BeltOne, Paducah, Ky.
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Down Concord Way

Wedding vows said at church
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Stacey Lee Curd and
Kenneth Mason McCuiston were married
Saturday, Jan. 23, at
First Christian Church.
John Dale officiated in
the 6 p.m. ceremony.
Music was by Lisa Harrison and Kerry Vasseur,
soloists, and -Paula Kinsolving, pianist.
Parents of the couple
are Freed and Millie
Curd and Mason and SIMda McCuiston, all of Murray.
The altar was
decorated with tliree
candelabra and urns of
lavender flowers.
The bride wore a formal gown of white organza over taffeta. The fitted
bodice was enhanced
with silk venise lace trim
and fashioned with a
Queen Anne neckline and
long fitted sleeves. The
full skirt was designed
with a triple hemline
flounce and appliques of
venue lace applied in a
godet effect on the front
of the grown.
She chose a waltzlength mantilla of silk illusion outlined with seed
pearl trial. She carried a
bridal bouquet of white
silk' orchids and reset
with small purple
flowers.
Wendy Lovett was
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Jobeth
Oakley, Denise Steele,
Tammy Curd, Linda
DeVoss and Gerald McCuiston.
The attendants wore
floor length dresses of
huckleberry qiana knit
designed with spaghetti
straps and matching chiffon capes. They carried
bouquets of lavendar silk

Writer remembers trip to Chicago World's Fair
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
The coming of World's
Fair to Knoxville, Tenn.,
May 1, as being described
in Southern Living
magazine prompted me
to find our old tarnished
rings from 1934 World's
Fair at Chicago. Stewart
County, Tenn., teachers
with some wives had
chartered a county school
bus and attended the fair.
The most memorable
part of thestrip for me
was a visit to the
hospitable home of an
aunt whose daughter,Sally Nance Livesay, now
lives in Murray. She took
us on a tour to some of the
wonders of Chicago.
Now tourists going to
Knoxville fair may go by
Oak Ridge. We visited the
Oury Lovins' there once
in "atom bomb" days.
We also have toured
Great Smoky Mountains
National Park as many
fair fans will tour.
Perhaps it takes years
and afflictions to enable
us to understand
Hebrews 13:5, "Be content with such things as
ye have." But I have
learned that much we

desire la vanity. Luke
12:15 says "Man's life
consisteth not in the
abundance of the things
which he possesseth." If
we could only count our
blessings in youth.
Being able to run down
the old pasture hill or to
the spring could now bring more joy than would
an undesired trip to
World's Fair.
The hills of home wIl
seem beautiful to those
who have been hospitalized. These include Mrs.
Tim Graves, wife of Concord's postmaster, Mr.
and Mrs. Durwood Edwards, Mrs. Guy Lovins,
Otis Lovins, Vidie
Shackelford, Mrs.
Hilman, J. D. McClure,
Mrs. Deward Cook and
many others, near and
dear.
W. T. Kingins escaped
serious injury from an explosion when he threw
diesel fuel oil on supposedly dead ashes,
which were still live
embers at his home in
Concord area.
Every day I am
reminded of I Corinthians
10:12, "Let him that

thinketh he standeth,
take heed lest he fall."
Some falls break bones
and are crippling, but
more sickening are falls
from trustworthy and
responsible positions.
Ray Coursey, Jr.'s picture, though in a wheel
chair at Calloway Middle
School, cheered many
persons. Handicaps can
be burdens or blessings,
according to who has
them.
"Little' Charlie Lovins
has made him "big" in
usefulness and dependability. He has found his
place in his church and
community.
The column, "Echoes
From the Past" on Feb.6
took me back many
years. I had no idea how
blessed I was when I
drove through those
Stewart County hills
visiting once in the big
home of the Brandons
who have Brandon Springs Resort named for
them. Then more than
once I was hospitably
entertained at Camp
Tishel by the unusual
students of the very
capable Anna Mary
Tischel Brandon who

Your Individual Horoscope
boutonnieres.

Mrs. Rainey Lovins'
Valentine from her niece,
Marilyn Wisehart
Franklin, was a copy of
The Journal Enterprise
with pictures of children
of the Do-Re-Me Day
Care Center, owned by
Principal and Mrs. T. J.
Franklin, teachers at
Clay.
Two of the day care
center students were T.
W. Franklin, 6, and his
sister, Martha, 4, grandchildren of Bernice and
Velma Wisehart and
great-grandchildren of
Mary Wisehart and Fred
McClure, all of Murray.

=_-_- Frances Drake —
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24,1982

What kind of day will tomor. smooth troubled waters,
cut into your efficiency at
row be? To find out what the CANCER
work. Take steps to guard (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
stars say, read the forte:est (June 21 to July M)
It's a poor time for meeting
against overtiredness.
given for your birth Sign.
Relations with in-laws could SCORPIO
yk
.with lawyers or dealing with
tuxedo.
be strained. A tense family (Oct.23 to Nov. 21 )
legal affairs. The cost of proA reception followed in
situation may find relatives your suspicions are working fessional advice may be exorthe fellowship hall of the AREEs
completely at odds with each overtime now and could cause hltant• Be shrewd.
church.
I Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
other.
problems with a loved one. Be PISCES
Vicki Baker, Linda Relations with close ties and LEO
.
careful of what you say arid (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XC
Jones, Jarin Washer and competitors are problematic. (July 23 to Aug.22) 412tg
en- Unwanted attention may
avoid
romantic
Teresa Ford served at the Someone's jealousy and
You're not in the mood to tanglements.
come your way. A friend's
reception,
manipulative ways become compromise, but, if you don't, SAGITTARIUS
A4 subtle demands will test you.
a relationship at work could (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Following a short wed- factors in a business deal.
The needs of others take
get sticky. Problems ahead An envious friend may re- Priority over personal inding trip, the new Mr. and TAURUS
regarding
vntGo travel., no
sent a recent success. Too Wag&
Mrs. McCuiston are (Apr. 20 ta MaY 20)
Problems on the job could
much gadding about with
residing on Rt. 5.
interfere with social plans. A (Aug.21to_Sept.22)
others coukl hurt the feelings WU BORN TODAY are at
co-worker may be looking out A loved one's selfishness of a close friend.
home in creative fields. You
for number one. Safeguard may upset you. Quarrels CAPRICORN
have the ability to commeryour interests.
about money or belongingS (Dec. 22to Jam 19) "vi
cialize your talents and will
GEMINI
could become quite serious Friction is likely with succeed in writing, walk,
( May 21 to June 20) Itdr- unless you are careful.
higher-ups or in connection scolPtore, Painting and acProblems in your love life (sept.
LD3RA
with business. you work best ting. You can get by on your
death or'accident.
could interfere with satisfacto Oct. 22) -1-1-n now from a b
behind-the-scenes
nes wits and must cultivate amhi--tory work progress. A stub- You may be at odds with vantage point.
ton in order to make the most
of your natural talents.
Golden Age Club will born child acts up. Try to yourself, but don't let edginess AQUARIUS
meet at 11:30 a.m. at
social hill of First United
Methodist Church.

Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth Mason McCuiston
orchids.
The groom wore a
white tuxedo and had a
white rose boutonniere.
Steve Steele was best
man. Groomsmen were
Fred Kemp, David
DeVoss, Allen Hill, Dewayne Hill and Dean
Alexander who wore
silver tuxedoes. They
wore white carnation

unhindered taught Bible
along with manners,
morality and the three
R's. Camp Tischel should
have been preserved.
We can't preserve all
the precious memories.
I have been unable to
walk to post office so
long, I did not know the
owner of the pleasant
voice who answered the
telephone there. Now I
know that a former Concorder, Judy Coleman
Parker of the Red Barn,
is assistant postmistress.
Thanks for all kindness.

=A\
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Ushers were Steve Simmons and Scott Barrow.
Shauna Dever was
flower girl. Kim Alexander and Brandy Curd
were ring bearers.
Shauna and Kim wore
short velour dresses matching the bridesmaids,
and Brandy wore a silver
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Tuesday,Feb.23
Tau Phi Lambda
The Roads of Exile,"
Sorority Unit 827 of International Film
Woodmen of World will Festival feature,' will be
meet at Woodman Hall at. —shown at 2:30 and 7 p.m.
7 p.m. with Joyce Haley at University Center
and Loretta Jobs as Theatre, Murray State
hostesses.
University. Admission is
free.
Murray Lions Club will
.meet at 6:30 p.m. at HoliWednesday,Feb. 24
day Inn.
Returning Students
--Multi-Age Nursery United will meet at 7:45
School program will be at a.m. at Ordway Hall,
7 p.m. at Murray State Murray State University.
University Early
Make Today Count will
Childhood Center. For inmeet
at 1:30 p.m. at
762-3826.
formation call
Murray-Calloway County
Alcoholics Anonymous Hospital.
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Overeaters Anonymous
Livestock and Exposition wll meet at 12:30 p.m. at
Center.
Murray-Calloway County
--.
Hospital.- • Robertson Elementak7
School PTO will meet at 7
United—Campus
p.m.atschool.

Wednesday,Feb.24
Ministry luncheon will be
at 12:30 p.m. in the Ohio
Room,University Center,
Murray State University.

Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel— Zeta Department of
and Douglas Centers.
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Book study, taught by club house.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Elm Grove
Magazine - Clubwill
Baptist Church.
meet at 12:30 p.m. in the
Commonwealth Room,
Thursday,Feb. 25
University Center, MurFour-H Dairy Club wIl ray State University.
meet at 7 p.m. at County
Extension office, 209
West Kentucky
Maple St.
Amateur Astronomers
will meet at 8 p.m. in
SIDS Group will meet Golden Pond Visitors
at 7:30 p.m. Health Center, Land __Between
Cintet. This -if for *any- -the Lakes.
person who has lost a
hild th-rouith- sudden
Pi Sigma Alpha will have a coffee at 4 p.m. In
the Cumberland ROOM.
University 'Center, Murray State University.

Having a wonderful time... „„
Wish you-were here!

-- "The Hostage"-will be
presented at 8 p.m. at 4
ohnson
_R o b er t _
Theatre, Murray State
University,
Dancercise Class will
be at 5 p.m. and
Practice will be at 7 p.m.
for Murray Women of
Moose at lodge hall.

FIVE GENERATIONS — Gladys Key Williams, 91, holds her great-greatgrandson, Joshua Chappell, Antioch, Tenn., during a family dinner at her home.
Pictured front right is Janene Chappell, mother of Joshua and Williams' greatgranddaughter. Left Is Sara Jones King, Antioch, grandmother of Joshua, and
back right is Ruby Mae Jones, Murray,great-grandmother of Joshua.

William Shakespeare
was born April 23, 1564,
and died on the same day
52 years later.
Shakespeare_ was the
third child of John
Shakespeare, a leather
dresser. Mystery still
surrounds much of the
life of the man generally
regarded as the greatest
writer in the English
language.
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Paul Revere was a practicing dentist before
becoming a silversmith.

CORRECTION
Due to a printing error.
Black's Decorating Center in
Friday's paper should have
been Glidden's Latex Wall
Paint $9.99 gal. Reg.
$15.99. Glidden's Best
Latex Semi-Gloss $12.99
41. Reg. $18.99

COPY AV

Large Selection
of Shirts To Choose From
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Italian Spaghetti
Special

Spring Break Is Just Around The-Corner
And We Have Everything You11 Need For The Trip

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40 Extra
.69
i
Special For Kids]
trim& Dining Onlx

Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
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Bathroom constructed as time-saver

TIME—SAVER — This his-and-her bathroom is not only efficient ( two sinks,
separate toilet compartment) and practical (Solarian no-wax floor, wipe-clean
surfaces) but also a treat for the eyes. It's mostly white, with cerulean blue fixtures.

The number of working
wives in the U.S. has increased dramatically
over the past decade to
the point that they now
make up 49.4 percent of
the nation's labor force.
The tremendous shift in
employment patterns has
had an impact on home
life. For one thing, it had
put a premium on convenience items like
microwave ovens and nowax floors. There's just
less time for cooking and
cleaning.
One place where time
often gets wasted is the
bathroom in the morning.
It's one of the biggest bottlenecks for many
families.
But it doesn't have to be
that way. To prove it, the
interior designers at
Armstrong and the
editors of House
Beautiful teamed up on a
his-and-her bathroom for
a working couple which is
featured in the
magazine's March issue.
The bathroom also proves practical or functional isn't synonymous
with dull or unattractive.
It's all-white, soft and
romantic. In fact, it's
nearly devoid of color,
save the Kohler fixtures
(cerulean blue), the
towels (dusty rose) and
the green ferns in wicker
baskets and the weeping
fig tree.
Points of architectural
interest are the sloping

ceiling, covered with
Armstrong's wood-grain
planks and accented with
beams, and the skylight
and sliding glass doors,
which together admit
plenty of natural light for
grooming.
Folding louvered doors
can be closed over the
glass doors to screen the
occupants of the
bathroom from outside
view.
The crucial architectural elements, however,
are the double vanity
with a basin for each person and the enclosure of
the toilet and bidet in a
separate compartment
for privacy. This compartment is large enough
to provide storage for exercise equipment and
dumbbells.
Every surface of the
bathroom is wipe-clean.
There are no draperies or
curtains to wash and iron.
The louvered shutters
and doors need only a
quick vacuuming occasionally.
The white "quarry tile"
floor is Armstrong's new
Designer Solarian II
vinyl. The quarry tile pattern looks extra-realistic
because the no-wax surface isn't highly shiny the
way so many others are.
Accessories include the
ornate wicker chair and
the ceramic table in the
shape of a tree trunk, for
holding bath oils and lotions.
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Weatherization loan amounts reduced

albs

TVA and part)citing
%power distributors, in an
'effort to control costs,
will reduce the amount of
money consumers may
borrow for home
weatherization and heat
pumps beginning April 1.
The total maximum
loan amount for a combined home weatherization and heat pump loan
will be $5,000 per
residence. The interestfree weatherization loan
will be limited to $1,200._
per residence. A maximum of $3,800 will be
available for heat pump'
Tosns;- however, this-amount will be less if the
consumer has a previous
weatherization loan that
exceeds $1,200.
-We're making these
changes with some reluctance," said TVA
Manager of Power Hugh
Parris. "These programs
have been very successful and offer signifi-

Here's

the
answer
Q. —I live in a century-old house of solid brick
walls.Inside,there is thin
plaster and wallpaper.
The wind comes in
through the bricks and
around the baseboards.
Have you any information on how to stop the
wind from coming
through?
A. — Not enough details
to give you a precise reply. Do you mean you can
feel the wind on the inside •
or is it merely that the
walls are cold? Don't you
have any insulation in the
walls? If not, that's your
first priority. In any
event, do the joints in the
brick walls need mortar?
Are there spaces in the
foundation that require
patching? This is one of
those cases where you
simply must find where
the air is coming through
and do something about
blocking the passage of
that air.

cant savings for participating consumers.
But the reductions are
necessary to help control
program costs which
ultimately affect all TVA
ratepayers."
"Even with these
reduced loan amounts,
the majority of participating consumers will
still be able to use the programs to finance all of
wyirea therization and
h t pump expenses,"
Parris added.
These new limitations
will not apply in those
cases where the work to
be financed has been
completed before April 1.
Consumers who have
received a survey, but for
reasons beyond their control are unable to complete the work before
April 1, should notify
their local power
distributor in writing if
they wish to obtain an extension of this time limit.
Before receiving a
loan, consumers must
first get a free home
energy survey to identify
the areas where
weatherization is needed.
The survey and the loan
are part of TVA's Home
Insulation Program,
which was initiated in
1977.

Copier on
the blink?

The Home Insulation
Program is jointly conducted by TVA and the
160 distributors of TVA
power. Nearly 500,000
homes have received free
home energy surveys
through this program,
and over 250,000 consumers have received
loans.
The heat pump loans
are part of TVA's Heat
Pump Financing Plan

which began in 1978. Of- save about 2.8 billion
fered by 127 local kilowatthours annually.
distributors, this pro- By that time, the program had provided low- 'grams will also save coninterest loans for more sumers an estimated $115
than 15,000 heat pumps. million a year at today's
Consumers are required electric rates and will
to have adequate defer the need for gpproxweatherization, or be in imately 1,170 megawatts
the process of weatheriz- of new capacity.
ing, to qualify for a heat
pump loan.
By 1990, the two pro-, 6.
grams are expected to

Summer's coming...
sois ow weather!

SAVE
oo

Offer Ends March 6

Act now and get a $50cash refund &actfrom GE on the
Executive Weathertron'heat pump/air conditioner

That's right, there isn't a lot of time to take advantage of
the. Bargain Offer. Our long list of mail subscribers know
that this is the time to subscribe and save. Check your
rates on the coupon below and send it in today. You'll make
friends with some interesting people, and you'll be informed
like never before.

And $50 From Randy Thornton
Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.

Cools in Summer... Heats in Winter
Save Now Save Later Get the $50 cash refund direct from
General Electric for installing a new GE Executive Weathertron• heat pump/air conditioner Then enjoy the
energy-saving efficiency for years to come

To:

To qualify for cash refund, installation must be
before*AY 1,19821

Call

0

Find Enclosed

We bring good things to life.

ELECTRIC

Ili NORTH 7Tel
247-5912
MAYFIELD

Randy Thornton
Heating t Air Conditioning, Inc.
Sales g Service
802 Chestnut St. Murray

753-8181

Louisville, Ky. 40202
YES sond me 313 issues of Tho Couri•r-Journol by
same-day moil delivery for a full year (MondaySaturday)at your special Bargain Offer rate.
O 140 00 (C.-1 et $5/1 00 ph.. 52e0 Ky soles ter fey ressilinn of
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•
Homy, Jefferson, Joseernine. LAIN& Herten, Meade. Mercer,
Oldhern, Sheffey Sportord Torylot Trimble. Worthengton end
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Check one:
0 This is a new subscription.
0 This is a renewal subscription.
(Moose attach a current
moiling label to this coupon )
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BARGAIN OFFER:

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.

GENERAL

THIS TRADITIONALLY STYLED HOUSE features a
Southern Colonial portico. The first floor has a living-dining
area and a family room. There are four bedrooms on the second floor. Plan HA1143Y has 918 square feet on the first
floor and another 918 on the second. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
Architects York & Schenke, 226 Seventh St., Garden City,
N.Y. 11530.

Whatever your interest, you'll find information about it in
The Courier-Journal, written by top experts in both
Kentuckiana ond the nation. News,- entertainment, sports,
food, politics, advice . . . the list is as endless as yOUr
need for daily information. If you subscribe now you'll get
The Courier-Journal six days a week by mail at rates
unavailable later in the year.

On The GE All-Year
Comfort Machine.

Let our climate control e.perts provide you with our in-horne
analysts of your specific energy needs and potential savings
Absolutely NO OBLIGATION

HAIILI3Y

The Courier-Journal Will Bring
Some of the Most Interesting
People to Your Mailbox Daily
Subscribe Now During Bargain
Offer and Take Advantage of the
Lowest Rates All Year Long!

Save on both cooling and heating energy costs, too The
Execubve Weathertron' heat pump/air conditioner combines
an extra-large coil and an
two proven energy-savers
extra-efficient compressor And you gel one of GE's
Weathertron" heat pumps, America's 01 sellers

Better sae the ne.
reliable -A B Dick 990
plan paper copier
The 990 has so ci the most
wanted features of machines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11
17 copies
copy both sides and use
most any kind& paper inCluding overhead trans•
patencies and labels
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Peoples Bank & Bank of Murray
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OFFKIAL 'TAMAN SUNFEST- RULES
I

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

2

often as
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as
's disyou wish. the °mos pariicipatibg business
Clearly
banner.
playing the FAMILY SUNFIST
on
print your name, address and phone number
particithe "YOUR CHANCE" provided by each
er
pating business and this Newspap
must be on
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You
- per
adult Entries or* limited to one per adult
not
visit Employees of this Newspaper ore

Migible to ploy.
winENTER OFTEN. Ther• will be one or more
ners each weak The odds of winning depend
program
on thie number of entries Since this
is strictly locol in nature, the odds ore mone
favorable than o comparable Statewide or Nationwide program.
• EACH ENTRY must be on the -YOUR CHANCE"
REGISTRATION as provided, ond must be legibly
written or hand printed Machine duplication
or mechanically •eproduced •ntries will be declared void.
5 THERE WILL OE RANDOM DIIAWINGS EACH
WEEK Of THIS PROGEAM.
(A) Each week SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CIATIFICATES will be given away (Total of
All winners
$500.00 for this Program
must 'edifier, this riertilisote no toter Mon
7 days after the official end of this Pro
3

BE A WINNER!
g pages
Reqi%ter at the businesses shown on the followin
YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
S!
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNER

businesses shown on the following
• Register at the participating
II
necessary to win. .lf•ici Pasta be
se
purcha
No
like
you
•s
OS
I
0.1 win

porn as many
years of ago or

6
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(I1) IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WINNERS will be selected from drawings during last week of the program. (All winners must use the.. vocotions within 3
months after the end of the Program.)
to
(C) THREE VACATIONS FOR TWO (2):
Ramada Inn East, Huretbourne Lone.
Louisville, Ky.
in
Includes Candleiight dinner for two
the brand now "Christy's" Sunday brunch
forum
for two Use of oll of the Florida
facilities surrounded by the lavish tropicol
landscaping, (including diving pool, kiddie pool, therapy pool, sauna room, gem*
room.) All taxes and gratuities. Friday
evening their checkout time Sunday Children under IS free (when shoring room
with parents). These prism will be given
away at intervals during program
THE
(DI IN ADDITION. THE WINNERS OP
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the 5th and 10th wererk•
NO SUSITITUTION Of PRIZES ALLOWED. Un
clammed wires will not be awarded. All entries
become the property of this Newspaper ond
none will be returned
Some Travel Dates and Vocations Ise Disney
World Not Available
Some Doses on Week onrI Vormions Hot Avoil

9IGIn

NEWSPAPER EACH WEER
• ALL WINNERS WILL SE LISTED RI THIS
PER NO
SY APPEARING AT THE CENCI Of THIS NEWSPA
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEM PRIZES WON
AIME POI
Of THEM RESPECTIVE NAMES ALL PRIZES
LATE* THAN 4 DAYS AFTEE THE PUIEKATION
WINNERS CARY THEY ARE NOT TRANSMAARAM
WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES

week
.1% atones will Ise published every
W
• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED
wreak.
they won You must read the ads *very
in Ilwi stare's advertisement ...hew
wttst.nr your name and address will
to hod out if you have W041 If you MI' a
I you hove lour days to lipid y the nevispapitr
appear lit the ailvertisi•iiii•iii
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TOTAL HARDWARE

SAVE
$$$$$$$$
Free Sampost

Chinese
*Weekday Lunch Special
*Sunday American
And Chinese Buffet
*Full Dinner Menu

With Baked
Potato Or Fries
And
Texas Toast

HOED

3-HP 20"
LAWN MOWER
Faatures Briggs & Stratton *win*.
5
'
r whaitta and 4 cutting WWII.

Ala

4111-3002
maim.

OTLAIPIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

_

Homemade Soup And
Salad Bar With
Special Only

Come See The 1982
Mowers And Tillers!

2619 N.C. MATHIS DRIVE,
PADUCAH, 442-4326
NSA'

AgThgFateasticSane

- = the original Family Haircutter

99C

753-4488

In Ctn.

41011A111121.10111101..

cu7.

$229

MANDARIN-CANTONESE-SZECHUAN STYLE
AMERICAN FOOD SERVED
BUSINESS HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST 6 AM-11 AM
LU Nefri,AM-2 PM
DINNER 4 PM-10 PM

'99.95

ALL YOU HAVE
COPY OF YOUR CHURCH BULLETIN sad
well give yea 10,sof1 any hair core
service. We wont yea to discover the
veakty, service, convenience and
valve at Fantastic Sams. WHERE YOU
NEVER NEED AN APPOINTMENT.

Steak

*Welcome CarryOut Orders
*Ask About
"Special Buffet
On Holidays"

Sale

ANY HAIR
ICE
-CARE SERV
TO DO IS BRING IN A

6 oz. Sirloin

(American 84 Chinese Food)
4

10%
OFF

Inflation
Fighter
Special

RESTAURANT

Mow 'Em Down

- We've gait location

CoasttoCoast

tont-to-coast. and Owe near yea

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Murray
Central Center

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. and Sat. 11-10

(LOCATED IN THE HOLIDAY INNI
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH MURRAY

7534440

S 12th

753-8604

Murrax.0,

Smile

Murray

Southern States

The
DIET CENTER
Program
Really librksl

TIME TO GET YOUR YARD
AND GARDEN IN SHAPE

DIETCOVIElt prooidea•sue,affective
sad etesitelhaeralty IWO nii approach to
dieting.

'PEAT MOSS
'TOP SOIL
.POTTING SOIL
'•13AG F ElerititER
*RIDING MOWERS
*TURF FERTILIZERS
Push Lawn Mowers

Dr. Mery Blakey
of Dallas, Texas,
told us, "I lost 60
pounds at Diet
Center. The people
at work couldn't
believe the change
in me. I guess they
were seeing the
real me for the first
time."

DO IT TOO!
YOU CAN
pounds in just 6 weeks! And we'll teach
Lose 17 to 25
you how to keep it off, for good!

'99.95

Call Today
NO SHOTS,* NO DRUGS
020
753-0
CTS
• NO CONTRA
UCTORY
INTROD
NO PREPACKAGED FOODS
CONSULTATION

Priced As Low As

Large Selection Of Seeds

It could change your Ble!

Bulk and Packaged
Just Arrived

"The
Village"
641N.
Murray, Ky.

Stark Bros. Fruit Trees
Peach, Apple, Pear and Plus

Murray, Ky.

753-1423

Industrial Rd.

.

i

31t9
---

Ravberry
ARTS & CRAFTS THAT ARE
HAND PIC'D FOR YOU

Dixieland Shopping
Center
753-0159
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MURRAY,KENTUCKY
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Decommissioning nuclear power plants may be difficult
By RICHARD T.
PIENCIAK
NEW YORK (AP) —
Building nuclear plants
has become steadily
more complex and expensive. Decommissioning
the industry's retiring
plants won't be any picnic, either.
In fact, the cost of
scrapping old plants may
run into the billions.
Who'll pay? That question, with many others,
remains to be settled.
Commercial nuclear
power has been around
for 20 years. Industry and
government are just
beginning serious study
of what's involved in the
elaborate, costly process
of decommissioning.
On the face of it, there
doesn't seem to be any
rush about grappling with
plant retirement problems at a time when the
industry has plenty of
more immediate worries,
economic and
technological.
Retirement date for the
nation's oldest plants
won't come until the end
of the century. Moreover,
federal regulations allow
delays in the actual
dismantling of the plants
for 30 years or more
beyond retirement.
But unexpected
technical problems like
embrittlement and pipe
fatigue raise potential
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A study of current matter.
was a 58.2-megawatt

require it. Many plants
are expected to choose
mothballing, which adds
interim costs but also
allows radiation to subside and so facilitate the
eventual dismantling.
Entombing is considered
the least likely choice.
NRC studies estimae
that immediate dismantling of a big reactor can be
accomplished over 4 to 10
years at a cost of about
$44 million in constant
1978 dollars. Those same
studies show that decommissioning raises the cost
of atomic power to consumers by about 2 to five
percent.
But other estimates
vary greatly,from tens to
hundreds of millions,
from 5 percent of the
reactor's original cost to
1Q0 percent.
In studies done for the
Atomic Industrial
Forum, using constant
1975 dollars in one and
January 1980 dollars in
another, estimates for
mothballing a pressurized water reactor increased from $2.3 million to a
range of $2.9 million to
$11.8 million.
The latest study for the
Forum, released last
May, has estimates for
immediate dismantling
ranging from $23.7
million to $101 million for
pressurized water reactors and from $29.4

million to $121.8 million
for boiling water realtors.
Whatever the ultimate
cost, there's been a gripping debate over wilt)
1
should foot the bill 4-present-day consumers
who benefit from the
nuclear power, or the
utility's customers le,
say, 2007, when the pleat
is decommissioned?
State regulatory bodies
may differ. Virginia, for
example, has ruled that
decommissioning costs
may not be included in
the utility's rate base.
And what happens should
a utility be broke when
decommissioning is at
hand?
The NRC, ir
preliminary studies, has
found several approaches
acceptable — prepayment, sureties, or sinkink
funds with insurance tb
cover premature closing
— but financing at thg
time of decommissioning
is expected to be ruled oRt
when the agency's new
decommissioning rules
take effect. That's been
the current planning Of
many operators of oldei
plants.
Commissioner Abeam
regards decommissioWing's economic uncertaillties as a "costof-doingbusiness problem that
rate commissions will
have to address.
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ADULTS ONLY
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UNCLE
SAM
wants to
save you
some
money!
in an...

Not Every
$69 Mattress
Th Alike...
•ske [mite You To Come In and
Compare Our $69 Spring Air
With Anyone Eli,',...
Check For These Important Features
• 612 AdoTaCod InnionaPnnd und
3 Layers Rremourn Custuonong For Unit Support and Combo
•••• Anchor Edda For Omar., Unn
1,0 Cornparwon POSTURE-BLOC f000datoon
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INDIVIDUAL

When It
Time To Throw
e Bouquet
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Day

RETIREMENT
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Present regulations enable an
individual to save up to $2000a year
($2,250 with a non-working spouse
or $4,000 with a working spouse) in
an Individual Retirement Account
with all taxes deferred until retirement day. This is too good an
opportunity to pass up and we urge
you to stop in for the latest information at yoladearliest convenience.
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PEOPLES ,BANK

Purdom's Inc.

KY.

Member FDIC

753-4172

YIELDPLUS:
from DEKALB.
-Tremendous.:,
yields you c0
count on.

_

Consistent yielding hybridh:.
stands strong, fights stunt.
Big yields plus disease
resistance for your toughest :j
growing conditions.
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SvcialsecurityrecoidImustbecorrect

r-

The records kept by
Social Security contain
the work history of every
person who has ever
worked in employment or
self-employment covered
by Social Security, Bettye
Williams, Social Security
District Manager in
Paducah,said recently.
These records go back
to 1936, when Social
Security began. The
earliest records were
kept on ledger cards, but
as the program grew,
they became inadequate
because of the sheer
volume of reports. Currently, the records are
kept on reels of magnetic
tape so they can be processed by computer.
These records are extremely important to
those whose work is
covered by Social Security. At the time of retirement, disability, or
death, these records will
be used to decide eligibili-

ty and the amount of
benefits
If all of a person's earnings are correctly
reported, there will be no
problem. But, if some
earnings wore incorrectly reported, because of an
error in the Social Security number or worker's
name, or if they were
never reported, the person may receive a
smaller benefit than he or
she should. Or, in extreme cases, the person
may be found to be ineligible for benefits.
Each year, the earnings of about 2 million
workers are reported
without Social Security
numbers. These earnings
cannot be credited to the
workers' records. Also, if
a person m'arries or
changes the spelling of
his or her name without
notifying Social Security,
earnings reported with

that name may no
credited to the person's
record.
There are steps a person can take to ensure
that his or her earnings
are correctly reported,
Mrs. Williams said. First,
the person should make
sure that his or her
employer copies his or
her Social Security
number and name just as
they are shown on the
Social Security card. Do
not rely on memory when
giving the number.

hallo dols fill it out aid
mail it. In return, he or
she will receive a statement of the earnings
shown on his or her Social
Security record.

This information
should be checked
against the person's own
records, such as Forms
W-2 or 'tax returns. If
there is any discrepancy,
the person should take all
available information
about the earnings to any
Social Security office.
The people there will help
Another precaution a get the matter straightenperson can take is to ed out.
check his or her Social
More information
Security record every 3 about Social Security can
years or so. This is be obtained at either the
especially important if Paducah Social Security
the person holds more Office, located at 546
than one job or changes Lone Oak Road,
jobs often.
telephone 443-7506; or the
A post card form can be Mayfield Social Security
obtained at your Social Office, located on US
Security office just for Highway 45 North,
this purpose. All a person telephone 247-8095.

SPECIAL SWEETS - Candy maker Debbie Dorbandt stands outside her
Old Town Albuquerque shop where she makes and sells X-rated candy. Mrs.
Dorbandt's "sculptured edibles" have been a controversial subject here lately. A church group demonstrated in front of her Albuquerque, N. M., shop,
and the city zoning commission threatened to close her down.
(AP Laserphoto

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Salem Slim Lights 100's.
Light in tar. Light in looks.
With all the smooth
country freshness of a Salem.
One Beautiftfl Menthol ...
in one beautiful box.
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9 mg. tar". O. mg nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

Adults 157
Nursery 8
2-18-82
No Newborn
Admissions
Dismissal,
Brenda S. Allen and
Baby Boy, P.O. Box 9,
Mayfield, Sandra R.
McConnell, Rt. 3, Fred
L. Jones, P.O. Box 853,
Paris, Tenn., Allison D.
Pritchett, G4 Murray
Manor, 0. C. Kimbro,
Rt. 5, Jeffrey W.Dowdy,
914 Bagwell.
Matthew W. Green,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Corey
L. Miller, Box 57, Hazel,
Judy Carol Barnett, Rt.
1, Farmington, Betty L.
Baker, 1009 Sharpe, J.
C. Burton Crawford,
411B N. Fifth St., Connie
F. Coyle, Rt. 2.
Aimee Clark, 97
Riviera, Frank W. King,
102 Lakeside Dr.,
Paducah, Reginald K.
Harris, 1413B Hillwood,
Deborah L. Thomas, Rt.
1, Almo, Judy A. York,
Rt. 9, Benton, James
Mark Turbeville, Rt. 3,
Fulton.
Kathleen P. Arnold,
Rt. 5, S. Fulton, Tenn.,
Christopher C. Jones,
201 North Third St.,
Janice C. Keatts, Rt. 3,
Dover, Tenn., Reams
M. Atkins, Rt. 3, Mary
C. Thompson, 228 Vernon, Fulton, Jack A.
Hopkins, Rt. 2.
Lois A. Sanderson,
1006 Main, Edith
2 Poplar,
/
Cohoon, 9031
Sarah L. Corwin, 1715
Wells ext., James N.
Kightlinger, P.O. Box
64, New Concord,
Estelle L. Jackson, Rt.
1, Almo, Ruth M.
Parker, 108 North 14th
St.
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Adults 145
Nursery 6
02-19-82
New Born Admissions
Barbara Wolford and
2 Broad
/
Baby Girl, 5201
St., Apt. B.
Trina Ross and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Box 21.
Dismissals
Laurie A. Mott, Rt. 2,
Covey Dr., Eddie Pierce,
Rt. 2, Martin Tenn.,
Brenda K. Trimble and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Chyrill
A. Miller and Baby Boy,
617 Mayfield Hwy., Benton, Rita C. Dotson and
Baby Girl, 1312 Olive,
Benton.
Louise J. Weatherly,
204 Woodlawn, Sadie Nell
Waters, 1397 Johnson,
Billy Ray Travis Jr., Rt.
3, Robbie Jean Paschall,
Rt. 8, Hubert L. White,
CR Box 210, New Concord, H. B. Farmer,Rt. 2,
Wingo.
Jeanette Doublin, Rt. 3,
Mayfield, Euple Bean,
Rt. 6, Terry L. Calhoon,
Rt. 3, Brenda Sue
Burgess, 503 College St.
S. Fulton, Tenn., Tracey
Lynn Veillon, 114 West
First St., Benton, Barbara J. Goodman, 803
Cedar Street, Hickman.
Cheryl A. Dowdy, 303
Chestnut St., Frederick
David Carson, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Willie Bea Koen,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Jesse C. Harmon, Rt. 4,
Mayfield, Mary E.
Nugent, Rt. 4, Fulton,
Mary Ann Carr,
Lakeland Wesley Village, _
Jonathan Crk., Benton.
Lue C. Suiter, 314 Irvan
St., Robert Kirks, F-3
Southside Manor, Lucille
Billington, 1302 South 16th St., Hazel M.Snyder, 1320
Wells Blvd., Mary E.
Boyd, 1616 Miller,
Patricia B. Johnson, 115
Spruce.
Viola L. McWherter,
123 Gordon, Paris,
Tenn., Lubie L. Wade, Rt.
1, Farmington, Sam S.
McElroy, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Nell E. Howard,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Lovie L.
Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter, _
Ruth A. Bevill, Rt. 1 Box
56-A, Henry,Tenn.
Brenda J. DeMoss, 208
Wayne Dr., Hopkinsville,
Lula L. Hurt, Rt. 3, Laura
C. Waters, Rt. 7, Estelle
F. Parker (Expired),
1305 So. 16th St., Beulah
W. McMillen (expired),
1510 Dudley Dr., Chester
H. Yarbrough (expired),
1625 Farmer

VC,.

To remove paper from
wood, allow some olive or
peanut oil to soak into it
before rubbing genth
with a cloth.
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Lay judges are a breed apart in U.S.
G 1.1.:NDA-LE, Ore.
API -- Gerald K. Snyder
is a purveyor of justice
without a law degree, a
modern-day version of
the frontier judge - from
.
the lapels of his Westernstyle suit to the toe of his
finely stitched cowboy
boots.
•
Snyder, a justice of the
peace in this rural pocket
of southwestern Oregon,
; is not only the judge but
.• , frequently the jury and
legal counsel for those accused of crimes in these
parts.
Justices of the peace
like Snyder are a dying
breed across the United
States. In recent years,
about 20 states have asked lay judges to turn in
their robes. Fifty years
ago there were about 200
justices of the peace scattered through Oregon,
-compared with 39 today.
Texas .has about 1,500
nonattorney judges, but
in Washington, their
numbers have dwindled
from about 200 to about
70, according to the National Judges Association.
The National Center for
State Courts in
Williamsburg, Va.,
reports that in 1979 about
half the judges in the
country's state courts, or
, about 13,300 judges, were
not lawyers.
Lay judges handle only

misdemeanors, the most
serious - assault or
menacing,for example punishable by up to $2,500
in fines and a year in jail.
In Oregon, justices of the
peace also have authority
to issue felony arrest
warrants.
Critics of lay-judge
courts claim they are a
relic of pioneer days, rife
with inconsistent rulings,
underqualified judges
and good-ol'-boy justice.
"I'll be the first to admit, I'm a good ol' boy,"
says Snyder. "But I've
sent my best friend to
jail. He's still my best
friend."
The 48-year-old Snyder,
an ex-Marine and former
deputy sheriff, is a vocal
defender of lay judges.
He is the•aft president of
the Oregon Justices of the
Peace Association and in
1981 was named the best
lay judge in the nation by
the National Judges
Association, a group that
represents non-attorney
judges across the country.
His office is a converted mobile home with
an air conditioner that
rattles and a roof that
leaks. But Snyder is proud of his forum for
justice, with antique bottles and pictures lining
the room and a jury box
packed with plush,
leatherbound chairs.

Those working for
Snyder include his wife,
Flo, his court clerk, and
Fred Beerli, 78, the last
full-time constable in
Oregon, who serves subpoenas and warrants and
occasionally collars
citizens off the street to
serve as jurors.
Snyder must be elected
like district court judges,
who are all attorneys, but
he earns less than half
their salary, at $20,000 a
year. He draws another
$5,000 a year as
municipal court judge for
the city of Glendale and
Myrtle Creek, about 25
miles north of here.
Tom Huff, the executive director of the
National Judges Association, says there will
always be a place for the
nonattorney judge in the
American judicial
system.
"We have the greatest
respect for attorneys.
However, we feel that the
court the people go to
should not be regulated to
the point where it should
only be attorneys," says
Huff, a municipal court
judge in Yelm, Wash. "It
should be the best man
for the job.
"If an individual is an
open minded, fair individual with intelligence, he can do a
good job at courts with
limited jurisdiction. If the

law is so complicated that
it can't be understood by
the lay person, then it's a
poor law."
But Stephen Goldspiel,
assistant director of
judicial activities for the
American Bar Association, says lay judges
should be eliminated as
part of an overall reform
of the judicial system.
Short training courses
and seminars for the lay
judges are merely window dressing compared
with the formal legal
education attorneys get,
he says. Oregon, for example, has no requirements for the judges
other than they be at least
18, U.S. citizens and
residents of the district
for at least six months.
An attorney is trained
both to interpret the
broad strokes of the Constitution and understand
precisely the details of
legal arguments and procedure, he says.
"It presents a difficult
situation when you as a
lawyer and a client are
trying to rely on precedent and good legal argument and the judge is not
equipped to deal with it,"
he says.
But in their courts,
where their power is
limited, lay judges rely
on one characteristic that
books or,professors can't
tea ch,common sense.

THE ACES
"Victories that are easy
are cheap. Those only are
worth having which come as
the result of hard fighting."
- Henry Ward Beecher

The
United States
emerged victors of the Bermuda Bowl World Championship for the fourth
straight time in October
1981. But the victory wasn't
easy. A strong and aggressive squad from Pakistan
put up a gallant fight in the
finals although they held the
lead at the halfway point,
the United States rallied to
finish strongly and win by a
good margin. The losers
never quit and were forging
a good comeback in the last
stages. However, today's
losing slam effort slammed
the door and the championship went to the United
States.
The actual bidding was
not shown, but for practical
purposes it was essentially

IRA G. CORN, JR.

United States team was one
NORTH
the same. South s two hid
2-23 A
•A 94
of the youngest to win a
was weak and North's five
•A11965 2
Bermuda Bowl and the Pakspades asked, "How weak"
4J
istan team put on a fine
South thought he was strong
4
A 74
show on their first try for
enough and he pushed on to
the Bermuda Bowl
slam
EAST
WEST
West found the killing •Q J 2
•3
•Q 7 4
lead of a club and since •10 8
OEQ10952
trumps were not 2-2, declar- •8 7 6 3
Bid with Corn
•Q J 5
er needed luck to make his •K 9 8 2
SOUTH
slam. Without a club lead,
South holds 2-23-B
4E101765
declarer could play the two
,J 3
•3
top spades. establish hearts
•A
_
•Q 7 4
and ruff a diamond in dum4 10 63
•K Q 109 5 2
my to run dummy's hearts.
•Q J
West would rtiff, but
Vulnerable: None. Dealer:
dummy's club ace would South. The bidding:
North South
offer the vital entry.
West
North East
South
2*
111
Against the club lead, 240
Pass
54
Pass
24
there was a slight chance 619
All
pass
for success (Q-10-X of
hearts with West) but it was
ANSWER: Two no trump.
Opening lead Club deuce
not to be. Declarer took
Worth another bid and two
dummy's club ace, played
ace and king of trumps to the third heart and his last no trump is in the right
get bad news and then ran club on a fourth heart while direction. Three diamonds is
the heart jack for three West ruffed. Now there an alternative, but that bid
down. Had West held Q-10-X would be no more losers and is surc to end the bidding.
of hearts, the slam would declarer would have had 12 Send bndie questions to The Aces
have succeeded. Declarer tricks
P0 Boa 11343, Dallas, Texas 75225
would pick up the entire Congratulations are in with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
heart suit, discard a club on order for both finalists. The for reply
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WE ARE iI90, POSING CHANGES
IN THE RATES FOR CALLING
.OVERSEAS AND
MEXICO.
. . ... . _.. .

:

The American Telephone and Telegraph CornOperator Station and Person-to-Person calls will
pany has filed with the Federal Communications
retain the 3-minute initial period rate.
Commission a planito be effective May 17, 1982,
• Establish 3 levels of rates on customer-dialed
to restructure ..late$ for Overseas and Mexico._ .. calls and for each additional minute on all classes
Message Telecommunocations Service (MIS). . of calls: STANDARD (highest rate), DISCOUNT
-- The restructure win result in rate increases and -(- middle rate), and ECONOMY (lowest rate). (At 7
decreases and is designed to have no overall
. present there are only 2 rate levels applicable to
effect on Interstate earnings. The purpose of the
many countries.) Operator Station and Personfiling is to encourageicalling during lower-priced
to-Person initial 3-minute period rates will be
discount and economy periods, relieve peakuniform throughout the day regardless of the
period calling, simplify international rate schedtime called.
des, and encourage use of customer dialing.
• Establish 9 world rate regions and eliminate
multi-rate zones(except Cuba). The regions are: Europe (continental), United Kingdom/Ireland,
Here are the proposed changes
Africa, Near East, Caribbean /Atlantic (except
Cuba), Central America, South America, Indian
Overseas Message
-Ocean, and Pacific.
Telecommunications Service .
• Rate all collect calls billed in the LIS.--afThe• Establish a 1-minute initial period rate on all
.Person-to-Person rate only. (At present collect
customer-dialed calls. (At present there is a
- Calls from many countries are billed in the U.S. at
3-minute initial period rate on all classes of calls.)
Person-to-Person rates only.)

;

,100u
ket,i

Proposed Rates for Diaiable Countries within These Regions*
• initial Period Rate
1 minute
3 minute
3 minute
Additional
Region
Rate Levels
Dial
minute
Oper. Station Person
$1.33
EUROPE
Standard
$2.37
$7.05
$12.60
(Continental)
1.78
7.05
1.00
Discount
12.60
1.42
_ Economy...
7.05
.80
1.260 -UNITED KINGDOM..'
• IRELAND

_
t08

AFRICA
gbh-, _

.

,

. Standard ..
- - Discount ..-_
. • Economy
Standard
Discount
Economy

2.08
1.56
1.25

5.70
5.70
5.70

2.89
2.17
1.73

9.45
9.45
9.45 -

12.60
12.60
- .12.60

Hours
7am-1pm
1pm-6pm
6pm-7am

1.26
_ .95
.76

Save 1.81
Luminous Hand
Alarm Clock

7am-1pm
1pm-6pm
6pm-7'am

1.48
6am-1 2 Noon
1.11 .: 12 Noon-5pm
5pm-6am 89
1.33
1.00
.80

8am-3pm
9pm-8am
3pm-9pm

9.45 •
9.45 9.45

1.13
.85
.68

4pm-10pm
• 7am-4pm
.10pm-7arm,

6.30
6.30
6.30

9.45
9.45
9.45

1.13
.85
,68

5pm-11pm
8am-5pm
11pm-8am

2.77
2.08
1.66

9.45
9.45
9.45

12.60
12.60
12.60

1.18
.89
.71

7am-1pm
1pm-10pm
lOpm-7am

5.22 .
3.92
3.13

12.60
12.60
12.60

_2.17
1.63
1.30

6pm-lam
lam-ham
1 1am-6pm

4.22
3.17
253

9.45
9.45
9.45

. 1.58
1.19
.95

• 5pm-11pm
10am-5pm
11pm-10am

NEAR EAST

Standard
Discount
Economy

3.68
2.76
2.21

9.45
9.45
9.45

.3 ;

CARIBBEAN ./ ATLANTIC

.1 7 •
oaf:,
.no
r.orro

Standard
Discount
Economy

1.68
1.26
1.01

6.30
6.30
6.30

CENTRAL AMERICA

Standard
Discount
Economy

2.62
1.97
1.57 .

SOUTH AMERICA

Standard
Discount
Economy

INDIAN OCEAN
----

Standard
Discount
Economy

PACIFIC

Standard
Discount
Economy

,3%.•
,

10.10
10,10
10.10

12.60
12.60 .
12.60

TIMEX

'Easy-to-read luminous hands
'Antique white, brown dial
'No. 7370-102 *Reg. 7.53

5.72
'TIMEX

,#

-

11,:r

,.
:3

•

14.20 ,
14.20
14.20
12.60
12.60
12.60

•

'For countries that are not dialable, additional minute rates are somewhat higher. For customers who cb not have
International Dialing, the dial rate will apply when special operator assistance is not requiredU.S.-Mexico Message
Telecommunications Service
(The following changes apply only to the US. portion of the
call. Additional charges applicable to the Mexican portion of
the call are added to charges for the U S portion 1
• Change time-of-day and day-of-week rate
periods of the U.S. portion of the call to align
more closely with those in effect in Mexico. Day
rates apply from 7am-7pm Monday through
Friday, Evening rates apply from 7pm-11pm
Monday through Friday, 7arn41priton Saturday.
5pm-12 midnight on Sunday. Night rates apply to
all other hours.
• Decrease the initial 3-minute' dial rate for the

COPY AVAILABLE

--

U.S. portion of the call on calls over 430 miles. For
example, the initial 3-minute dial rate for a call
from New York to Mexico City will be reduced
from $1.58 to $1.45, for the U.S. portion only.
• Increase the initial 3-minute dial rate for the U.S.
portion of the call on calls up to 430 miles. For
example, when the U.S. portion of a call is from
1-10 miles, the initial 3-minute dial rate for the U.S.
portion will be increased from 23C to 35C.
• Reduce the present 14 rate steps to 9.
- •Introduce a 40% discount for the evening
period and a 60% discount for the night period
on customer-dialed calls and for additional minutes on all classes of calls.

9.43

Save 2.03
Lighted Dial Alarm Clock

'Beige Case 'Brown Face
'Luminous Dial *No. 15056

•Lighted dial, easy-to-read numbers
'Simulated burled walnut woodgrain
*No. 7416-303 *Reg. 11.46

7

Prices Good Thru Sunday
641 N.& Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.

a Argr 4

VISA

r-

MasterCard

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POUCY it is our nten tion to have every advertised tern in stock
however .f due to any unforeseen reason. an &Nei'
used tern is not available for Purchase. Wal-Martikyill
issue a Ram Check on request, for the merchandise to
be purchased at the sale pnce whenever availabie Or
tivai see you a smear tern al a comparable reduction n
pnce. Ws roseiv.Ilkinght .r.)1,rn,t quantities

116.

•Wai Mari SeIls44,),0, Less • Alai Mart Sells for Less • WaliMart Sells for Less•Wal
o

"1"

Mart

Sells to
. __
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Lady Tigers build future
on little'Murray players

North Marshall,
Benton advance
in middle tourney
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
North Marshall's middle school boys and girls
basketball teams defeated teams from South Marshall, while the Murray Lady Tigers were beaten
with a tough comeback effort by Benton in the first
round of the Calloway County Middle School Tournament Monday night.
The North Marshall girls won 30-19, while the
boys eked out a fourth-quarter win 34-33 in the second game. Murray's girls led through most of their
contest and were up by nine in the third quarter
before Benton came roaring back to claim a 24-20
win.
Benton's victory earns them a spot in Thursday's
championship game against the winner of tonight's
5:30 game between Calloway and North Marshall.
Calloway's boys will meet North Marshall in
tonight's final game (8:30), preceded by the
Murray-Benton boys game at 7 p.m.

•
S.

Box scores
•

•

•

1-21.
NORTH MARSHALL GIRLS(X)
SOUTH MARSHALL(33)
Waldrop 7 0-2 14; Harrell 3 1-1 7, FlIbeck 1 1-2 3; Locke 0 0-0 0; Darnall
Robichaud 1 1-4 3; Gregory 1 CH 3, 6 1-3 13; Graham 1 0-1 2; Lamb 3 4-7 10,
:1i 0-1 3; Moore 20-1
Steele 3 0-0 6
MARSHALL(11)
Reid 2 04 4; Riley I 1-2 3; Smith 30-0
• • •
6; Thompson 2-2 2 Sir's 1 0-4 2; Park 1
LADY TIGERS(W)
0-02.
Gilley 0 2-4 2; Randolph 1 0-1 2; Roos
• • •
1 0-0 2, Foster 3 0-3 6; Ridley 20-2 4;
NORTH MARSHALL BOYS(34)
Boal
eNv04-3 4.
Dowell 5 2-4 12, Free 3 7-9 13,
(W)
Kroehrike 1 6-1 2; Greenfield 21-2, CutsTaylor 2 1-1 5; Walker 3 2-4 8, Stone 0
Inger 0 0-2 0, Warren 1 Pe 2, Emerson 0 0-20, Fiona& 4 2-2 le; McGregor 0 1-2 1

Vivi

-.4

Louisville upsets
No.10 Memphis
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API — Charles Jones hit
two pressure free throws
and Milt Wagner scored
on a slam dunk in the
final 19 seconds to spark
Louisville to a 65-61 upset
victory over 10th-ranked
Memphis State in Metro
Conference basketball
Monday night.
• The loss snapped Memphis State's eight-game
winning streak and the
Tigers fell to 19-4 overall
and 8-2 in the Metro.
Louisville, winning its
fourth straight game,hiked its record to 16-8 and 8-4.
The Tigers rallied from
a five-point deficit to tie
the game 59-59 on Bobby
• Park's two free throws
with 1:58 to go. Louisville
went back up 61-59 when
.....Derek Smith hit a short
.
jumper 18
*,:baseline
•
• seconds later.
), Memphis State, calling
time outs at 1:23 and 1:00,
-failed in an attempt to tie
••
,,:the game with 0:42 to go
Vivhen Otis Jackson was
Called for walking on a
::drive to the basket.
Memphis State got the
"ball back and again miss-

j

-r

l

ed an opportunity to pull
even when Phillip Haynes
missed a short jumper
with 21 seconds remaining. Jones was fouled by
Keith Lee on the rebound
and sank two free throws
with 19 seconds.
Wagner's dunk came
on a deflected pass with
five seconds to go.
Lee, Memphis State's 6foot-10 freshman center,
led Arll scorers with 20
points. Derrick added 12
and Haynes 10 points for
the Tigers.
Smith paced the Cardinals with 15 points,
followed by Jones with 12,
Jerry Eaves with 11 and
Rodney McCray and
Wagner with 10 each.
Louisville's zone press
caused Memphis State
problems the entire
game, forcing the Tigers
into 21 turnovers. The
Cardinals, meanwhile,
made only 13 floor
mistakes.
The lead see-sawed in
the first half with
Louisville finally taking
the lead for good on
Jones' layup at 2:23. The
Cardinals led 39-36 at the
half.

• 11 *.

SNATCH IT — Murray's Diana Ridley (4) hauls down a rebound against
Mayfield while teammate Lori Schanbacher (101 tries to lend a hand. The
Lady Tigers blasted the visitors, 55-34, Monday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
There's more than
what meets the eye when
considering the way Murray's Lady Tigers overpowered Mayfield,55-34.
There's more than just
a 21-point difference on
the scoreboard.
The Lady Tigers (16-4)
were not only beating the
same Lady Cardinal
team they whalloped 6425 last Friday, they were
building for the future. A
future including tournament play as early as a
week away.
was well-pleased
with our performance
tonight," said MHS coach
Rick Fisher."We've done
some experimenting and
we got a lot of work done.
Some of our big kids
weren't playing as aggressively as they would
against a stronger opponent, but our little kids
have really done well
these past few games."
As the sayings go,
"Don't judge a book by its
cover,'' "Dynamite
comes in small
packages." Well, the
Murray "little" players
are making their mark
and may make the difference when post season
play rolls around.
-You go into the tournaments with a certain
amount of people in your
mind that you plan on

playing. Then,
sometimes you've got to
depend on somebody else
and if they do a good job it
can really help," Fisher
said.
Already most of the
Murray bench has accumulated tournament
experience by winning
the freshman tournament
title last week.
Several, such as Diana
Ridley, Leslie Thompson
and Sheri Swift, to name
a few, have seen as much
playing time as the
starters the past two or
three games.
Fisher is hoping the extra experience pays off.
"Our girls are really
anxious to play in the
tournaments and I think
they'll peak out at just the
right time. If they're not
ready to peak now,I think
they'll work into a peak
by tournament time," the
MHS coach said.
Monday night, against
a visiting Mayfield
squad, the Lady Tigers
worked their way to a 25-

y Get A Jump* Spring
With Big Price Discounts
on new Case lawn/garden tractors
If you buy one of our new Case lawn/garden
tractors dunng this special discount period,
you'll save up to $300 depending on the model
chosen. Check the table below. The dollar
discounts are shown opposite ihe- —
Case tractor models.

Quarter Pound
Pure

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special
Correspondent
The tall young man in
blue jeans and plaid wool
shirt sat at a table in a
crowded midtown hotel
said Gerry Helper, assis- he said. "Because we restaurant, munching
tant public relations have had so many re- breakfast and chatting
director for the Sabres.
quests for personal inter- with friends.
No one turned a head to
When a few thousand views with him, Coach
seats for the game went Glen Sather has ordered stare at him. No one rushon sale, hundreds of peo- no more one-on-one inter- ed over from an adjoining
ple were turned away views away from the table to ask his
after the Sabres sold out arena. He was just burn- autograph. He finished,
in less than an hour.
ed out mentally from liv- got up and casually
strode through the lobby
One person with a pair ing with the media."
of $15 tickets placed an
Edmonton won the last -en route to New York's
advertisement in a Buf- game against Buffalo 3-1 Coliseum for the Internafalo newspaper and said in Edmonton Jan. 29. tional Cycling Show.
No mob scene.
he received "hundreds of Gretzky scored the game"That's the way I like
calls." He said the best winner against Buffalo
offer being 8125.
goalie Don Edwards, it," said Eric Heiden. "I
"Buffalo and Detroit whom he once called "the enjoy my privacy. I have
are the worst cities in the toughest goalie in the no ambition to be an exploited Olympic hero."
United States, because league."
What a difference two
they attract a lot of fans
"I played with Donnie
from Canada," said Ed- in the Canada Cup, and years make.
Exactly two years ago
monton publicist Bill we all know he is a good
Tuele, _noting the fans goaltender, but I'd have today —Feb- 23,1980 —
follow Gretzky when he's to say he's probably one Heiden swept to a fifth
on the road.
of the most underrated speed skating gold medal
"It's just a zoo for him goalies in the league," in the XIII Winter Games
at Lake Placid, N.Y.. setat the hotels on the road," Gretzky said.
ting a world record in the
process, and thousands
struggled just to get a
brief glimpse of him
while millions marveled
from TV.
It was an individual
/ feat comparable to Jesse
Owens' four-medal track
exploits in the Berlin's
Nazi Olympics in 1936 and
Mark Spitz's cache of
seven swimming golds at
Munich in 1972.
At that particular moment — his image reflecting in the glare of Olympic gold and the snow of
Lake Placid's hills — this
remarkable unaffected
young man from
20 lb. Box
Madison, Wis., was the

Ground
Beef Putties

$1088
14 Lb. Box

Frosty Acres
Groom Garden

P

eas

7 7

MURRAY (55)
Jones 1 0-0 2, Schanbacher 2 1-2 5,
Tharpe 2 3-3 7, Rousse 7 0-0 14,
M Greene 8 2-2 18, Ridley 0 3-2 2, Swift 1
3-31; Thompson 0 2-2 2
Totals — 2113-IS 55.
MAYFIELD (34)
Graham 1 2-34; Jones 1 0-0 2, McAfee
4 0-1 II; Shofar 2 3-4 6; B Jackson 3 0-3 6,
West 32-5 8
Totals— 14 6-16 34

Heiden enjoys
lack ofpopularity
after 1980 Games

Hometown won't see Gretzky's mark
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) near my hometown,"
— Wayne Gretzky, if said Gretzky, of Brantgiven a choice, would ford, Ontario.
rather slip his 77th goal
"Setting the record will
into a net in Edmonton, be something I'll be very
Alberta. But for now, this proud of, and it's
upstate New York city something everyone on
will have to suffice.
the hockey team will be
The Edmonton Oilers involved in," said Gretcenter and his team- zky, who also has 95
mates meet the Buffalo assists and 171 points in
Sabres Wednesday night, 63 games.
and Gretzky needs to
Gretzky's father,
score just once to notch a Walter, three brothers,
National Hockey League and Esposito will be
record-breaking 77 goals among those in the sellout
in one season.
crowd at Buffalo's
The 2 1 -year-old Memorial Auditorium.
superstar tied Phil Tickets have been in deEsposito's 11-year-old, 76- mand for a month.
goal mark Sunday night, - -"This is the worst I
when the Oilers routed. have seen it for a regular
the Red Wings in Detroit. season game, and it easi"It would have been—ly surmises the ftichet)
nice to break the record requests we received for
in Edmonton, but it will the playoffs against the
be nice to have it happen Islanders two years ago,"

13 halftime lead and marched ahead by 21 at the
end of the third period,4423.
Monica Greene and
Donna Rousse each contributed eight points in
the first half, Greene
finishing the night with
eight of ten connections
from the field for 18 total
points and Rousse ended
with 14.
Kim Tharpe, seeing
limited action the second
half led all rebounders
with seven.
Everyone on both
teams' rosters saw playing time in the one-sided
affair.
Friday the Lady Tigers
complete their regular
season, hosting Fulton
County in the first game
of a girls -boys
doubleheader.

$ 1 569

most lionized athlete in
the world.
The obvious next step
for the celebrated king of
the ice was to sign contracts worth millions of
dollars for myriad endorsements, public appearances and other commercial ventures —
following the footsteps of
Spitz, decathlete Bruce
Jenner and figure skating
queen Dorothy Hamill,
among others.
"Not I," said Heiden,
"I had some good offers.
My agent (Art Kaminsky) urged' me to accept
them. I said,'No, thanks.'
When you sign those
kinds of contracts, people
start owning you.
"I don't want anybody
owning me."
So young Heiden, 23, is
doing just what he wants
to do. He is a pre-med student at Stanford University, aiming to eventually
specialize in sports
medicine. And, in
whatever spare time he
has, he is working with
U.S. cyclists, pointing to
the 1984 Olympics in Los
Angeles.
Cycling was one of
Heiden's first loves, as
was speed skating. As a
growing kid he had to
make a choice — whether
to be a world-class cyclist
or world-class speed
skater. The silver blades
won out, although Eric
succeeded in both.
He currently is serving
as honorary captain of
the American cycling
team, most of'- them
Olympic candidates, who
will be competing in 40
races across the country
from March through
November.

Frosty Acres Cream Style
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Eligible
Models

11 75

22214

$150

$ 75

224

$200

$100

444

$200

$100

446

$200

448

$200

22011

$130

648 1..rr

$300

222

$150

64111/11

11300

110XC
• 210
• 220
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C

Discounts
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12/10 oz.Pkgs. $

Frosty Acres
Orangejiike

Choice Sides Of Beef
225 To 275 Lbs.

Put a Case on your place. 8 to 18 hp Rear engine riding mower,lawn tractors, lawn
and garden tractors, loader tractor and loader backhoe Ask tor a demonstration
of exclusive Case HYDRIV • — no belts shafts or pulleys in the drive system Gel
the best Get a Case Get a big Case discount — now

Offer valid Feb.!, through Mar. 31, 1982
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!
!
or! Co. ESE

Lb.

$ 1I 39

Cut 8, Wrapped Free

Now's the right time to buy.

McK5e0?1,A,

$2295

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
!01 N. .1r$15t.

Pk*. 753 1601
NO1101;1:00 5:00 Mion.

We Ac:ept Fool
Stoops

' Only Federol Inspected Meat Market In Murray

Boyer unable to manage
new Louisville Redbirds
SVII,I,E, Ky.
(AP) — Ken Boyer was
the man owner A. Ray
Smith wanted to manage
the new Louisville Redbirds of the American
Association, but Boyer's
health won't allow him to
take the job.
Boyer has been battling
lung cancer for the past
three months, according
to Smith, and as badly as
he wanted Boyer to
manage the team,
"...that's just not possible," he said Monday.
Boyer's health problems "are very
serious," Smith said. "I

was in Mexico taking
treatments at the same
center Steve McQueen
went to." McQueen, an
actor, underwent laetrile
treatments in Juarez,
Mexico. He died in
November 1980.
Boyer, 50 and the Most
Valuable Player in the
National League in 1964,
was named manager of
the Redbirds on Nov. 13,
1981. At the time, he said,
"The Louisville Redbirds
has a magical ring for
nit'. The way this city has
been presented to me, 1125
more like moving Into a
big-league market than a
understand that Kenny minor-league one "
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Calloway wins barnburner, 101-83

Lakers, Lions celebrate with fireworks
By JOHN SALERNO

gun tempo of the game

Sports Writer

from start to finish. "But
there wasn't much

Two teams celebrated defense."
George Washington's bir"We got a big lead and
thday with plenty of
fireworks Monday night got satisfied. Then we
at Calloway County High were willing to play swap
School, as the Lakers won out," he added, with both
the offensive showdown teams trading baskets
the entire second half.
against Sedalia, 101-83.
The Lakers, winning
"It was a good offensive game," Calloway six of their last seven
coach Chic Nute said games and posting a 14-8
referring to the run-and- overall mark, took ad-

the edge in shooting with
36 of 63 for 57 percent.
first quarter lead. -By However, Sedalia (11-9)
haltime, Calloway was up hit only three fewer field
55-33.
goals (33-69, 48 percent)
Calloway forward Dan and outscored the Lakers
Key led all scorers with in the final period 33-27.
31 points, and Jeff GarThe Lions hit 15 shots in
rison and Craig Darnell
the final quarter.
vantage of the Lions early by jumping to a 29-13

each had 17 points. Keith
Lovett had 15 and Bryan
Tebbetts put all starters
in double fALures_with_his
10 points.
The

home

team - held

Nute's comments about
the defensive lapse were
also proven by the
Lakers' third quarter
performance as they fell

Cooper
honored
by OVC
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)- Morehead State's
Greg Coldiron, a 6-foot-6
senior forward, is the
Ohio Valley Conference
men's basketball player
of the week.
Coldiron, from Loyal!,
Ky., hit 10 of 14 shots
from the field and 7 of 10
free throws, scoring 27
points as Morehead State
defeated Eastern Kentucky 92-73.
Another Kentucky product, 6-1, 180-pound Pat
Day, a freshman at
Austin Peay, is the OVC
rookie of the week. Day,a
guard from Louisville,
scored 21 points in games
against Middle Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech.
Jennifer McFall of Middle Tennessee is the OVC
women's basketball
player of the week.
McFall led the Lady
Raiders to two league victories tastIf
In a 79-74 victory over
Murray State, McFall
scored 33 points and had
17 rebounds. In a 68-64
win over Austin Peay,
MCFall scored 20 points
and got a game-high 14
rebounds.
OVC women's basketball rookie of the week,
Sharon Cooper of Murray
State, scored 31 points,
hit 14 of 25 free throw attempts and got 12 rebounds in a pair of Lady
Racers'games last week.
Cooper is a freshman
from Memphis.

Wheelings,
dealings
Monday's Sports Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX-Named
Mike Ondina, general manager, of
Jacksonville of the Southern League.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Acquired
Barry Evans, infielder, from the San
Diego Padres, for an undisclosed
amount of money and assigned him to
Columbus of the International League.
National League
CHICAGO CUBS-Signed Michael
Dia: and Miguel [harts, catchers;
Willie Hernandez, pitcher, and Carmelo
Martinez, infielder.
American Associatioa
LOUISVILLE-Announced the retirement of Ken Boyer, manager.
FOOTBALL
Rabaul Football League
LOS ANGELES RAMS-Named Fred
Whittingham an assistant coach in
charge of special teams and tight ends.

short of their first half
blowout, outscoring the
Lions 19-17.
"Overall, I think it was
a sloppy game," he said.
"We were happy to keep
the win streak alive."
Calloway has hit the
century plateau one other
time this season, a 104-72
victory over Crittenden in
the Caldwell County
Tournament in
December. Sedalia's 83
points ffort scored
against the Lakers was
only topped by Lyon
County in the first-round
game of the Caldwell
tournament, which CCHS
lost in two overtimes, 9189.
The Lakers have
scored 80 points or more
in 12 games this season,
winning 10 and losing the
other two in overtime.
Friday the Lakers host
Hickman County for their
last regular season game.
It will also be Senior Appreciation Night honoring
seniors Brad Miller and
Key.
Tonight Calloway
County's Lady Lakers (810) travel to Reidland
before ending their
regular season at Farmington on Thursday.
CALLOWAY (Ill)
Miller 3 6-1 6; Butterworth 0 13 1;
Tebbetts 4 2-3 10; Key 10 11-12 31; Lovett
63-4 15; Garrison 6 5-7 17; Darnell 73,4
11; Sheridan 0 343 0; Anderson 0 4-4 4;
Dowdy 0 0-40.
SEDALU (83)
Mason 3 2-2 8; Todd 3 0-1 6; Jones 21-I
5, McClure 6 2-4 14; Garland I 0-0 2.
Lamb 2 1-2 5. Mothers!4 4-7 12; Wiggins
6 1-1 13; Page 4 5-6 13, BriU 2I-2.

CONGRATULATIONS -

Center

Diane

Oakley

(34)

congratulates

freshman Rookie of the Week Sharon Cooper (32) during a recent Murray
State Lady Racer game. Cooper was honored by the Ohio Valley Conference
for scoring 31 points in a pair of games last week. Framed by Oakley and
Cooper is Mina Todd.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Sports at a glance
College
top 20
The AP Top beaky
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press' college basketball
poll, with first-place vote* in parentheses, this aeasoo's record and total
points. Points based on 20.111-18-17-11-1514-13-12-11-10-94-7444-3-24
I. Virginia (55)26-1 1,179
t North Carolina(20-2 1,107
3 DePaal(2)24-1 1,075
4 Oregon S126-3 910
5. kfissouri2312 111
6. West V irginia23-1 807
7. Kentacky194 757
0. Tulsall-4 6116
9. Idaho23-2 659
It Memphis S119-3 654
11. lowa19-4 606
12. Georgetown, D.0 214 531
13. Minnesota 16-5 478
14. Fresno St. 22-2 437
1$. Arkansas 19-5 2941
16. San Francisco 23-4 275
17. Alabama 19-5 212
18. Wake Forest 114 HMI
19. Tennessee 18-6 149
28. UCLA 18-5 131

SEC stats
BIRMINGHAM, -Ala. (AP) Southeastern Conference individual
statistics, as compiled by the commissioners'office:
SCORING
Players
Gm ro 07 Aver
Elks, To
24 211 07 21.6
WlIlms,FIa
24 193 121 21.1
Wilkins, Ga
24 213 67 20.5
Clark, Ms
24 197 96 20.4
Malone, MSt
24 190 43 18.4

Hord, Ky
Carter,ISU
Mstllr, Au!)
Philp', Ala
Mtchlt LSU

24
24
24
23
23

162 13 17.0
IN 66 16.1
169 60 16.6
150 73 16.2
144 51 14.7
FIELD GOALS
Players
Gm FGM RCA Pct.
Ellis, To
24 211 319 66.1
Stieg, hfs
24 77 121 63.6
Clark, Ms
24 197 314 63.5
24 103 1114 62.1
Hurt, Ala
WWms,Fla
24 103 317 60.9
Pierre, MSt
24 73 120 80.8
Brkley, Aab
24 126 211 59.7
Turpin,Ky
24 1211 216 59.3
Jones, Van
24 133 734 56.8
Lckett, Ala
24 U 156 54.4
REBOUNDING
Players
Gm RBa Aver
Brkley, A ub
24 243 10.1
PhIlps, Ala
23 306 9,0
McDwil, Fla
24 215 9.0
Willms, Fla
24 203 8.5
Wilkins, Ga
24 186 7.8
23 177 7.7
Lckett, Ala
24 172 7.2
Turpin, Ky
24 170 7.1
Wells, MSt
24 163 68
Fair, Ga
24 152 6.3
ASSISTS
Players
Gm No. Avg
Tuohy, Ms
24 158 6.6
Krinfld,Xy
24 156 4.5
Whtley, Ala
24 137 5.7
Dniels, A ub
24 134 5.6
Beaman,Tn
24 MI 4.1
Moses, Fla
24 96 40
Pierre, MSt
24 91 3.4
Barden,Tn
23 79 3.4
Brooks,Tn
2379 3.4
McKnny, Van
23 71 31
-FREE THROWS
Players
FTM FTA Pct.
Cos, Van
116 1311 89.2
Pildxtr, Ash
55 62 MI 7
Master,Ky
86 97 60.6
Clark, Ms
96 112 15.7
Harden,Fla
53 63 041
Tuohy, Ms
68 31 83.9
Brooks, Tn
52 62 83.1

97 122 79.5
73 93 78.5
67 87 77.0

Ellis, to
Philos, Ala
Monfld,Ky

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

WEST PALM BEACH,
Fla.(AP)- The changes
are subtle under new
Manager Joe Torre, but
Phil Niekro, the pitcher
who is 15 months older
than Torre, says they are
appreciated.
The knuckleballer, who
will be 43 in April when.he

Pro basketball
National Basketball Associatioa
EASTERN coNnistmcs
Atlantic Dtvislos
W L Pct. GB
.716 Philadelphia
39 14
37 15
.712
1%
Boston
.491 13
27 21
New Jersey
411 1344
Washington
25 27
24 31
.436 16
New York
Cestral Dfvsm
.736 39 14
Milwaukee
23 28
.451 15
Atlanta
444 1544
24 36
Detroit
.420 Il
24 31
Indiana
.358
20
19
34
Chicago
12 41
226 27
Cleveland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Drrisioa
W L Pct. GB
654 34 18
San Antonio
544
.547
29 24
Houston
1144
.528
ni 25
Denver
344 1644
II 15
Dallas
.340 164
II 35
Utah
333 17
IS 36
Kansas City
Pacific Division
.615 37 17
Los Angeles
667
1
M III
Seattle
7
29 13 • .556
Golden State
.538
21 24
Phoenix
8
28 24
.538
Portland
278 22
15 39
San Diego
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at New York
XallSaS City at Atlanta
Utah at Washington
Golden Stalest San Antonio
Portland at Chicago
Dallas at Houston
Denver at Los Angeles
Philadelphia at San Diego

KEEP.THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

begins his 19th major
league season, says he's
never worked harder
than this season even
though Torre gave him
the privilege of setting his
own pace during- spring
training.
But there have been
changes involving other

Polyyteel sale ends Saturday.
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DISC OR DRUM cludeiv Malan new front grease seals • Pack
prit wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic system
fluid • Road test

when and where you

_

Other Sizes
Also Low Priced

$148

BRAKE SERVICE YOUR CHOICE
in

field eel:omits* by:

641 S.
Murray

$52.00

P195/75R 14

AL1421411ENT

make life easier and more
but to operate properly they require modern.

water systems

751261

P185/80R13

90
7P15610
vi

• Saves gas with easy-rolling design and
radial construction
• Beats tire changeover and cost of snow
tires.
• Smooth,quiet ride- good news for
imports.

depend on STA-RITE 'Con Ana.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

Piss PET.
No Trees
Needed

21
on

IMPORTANT
ARRIVA ALL-SEASON
RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS!

.. Lawn Sprinkling equipment

need it For "Worry Free' living,

b7/75.00

Sale Pelee

UN CUM - If
we sell out of
your size we
will issue you a
rain check,
assuring future
delivery at the
advertised
price.

Modem living demands more water at higher pressures New
Dishwashers
water using appliances
Automatic Washers

you need

of extras. 8xxx
.

WIltamall
Size

'CON AIRE' WATER SYSTEMS

water systems provide all the water

you would tighten up in
the cold wind. These guys
don't believe in that.
As for himself, Niekro
said, "age has been a
question the last six or
seven years, and I realize
I have to work harder
every year. But I've slowed down a lot off the field."

Tread design may vary
depending upon sae

,
SIA-1111
efficient miter systems STA-RITE

miles

pitchers, too.
-For the first time in a
Braves camp, pitchers
don't shag fly balls,"
Niekro said. "That got on
a pitcher's nerves. You
would throw batting practice, then stand out in the
outfield for two hours
shagging fly balls and

:5,. t3e71,. 1_0. 1P.3us
600

Steel and polyester-Custom Polysteel
gives you both'
Gas saving radial construction.
Sure-footed traction, rain or shine

more-water and pressure

iiiyoyeble

Silver with sunroof, locONY.er, lots

County

CUSTOM POLYSTEEL ON YOUR WHEELS AND SAVE.

American and International Traveltime

AEC*

High School's Jeffrey Gym
Lakers jetted to a 101-83
victory over Sedalia. Keith Lovett ( 45) was one of the five Laker starters scoring in double figures.
Staffitheitbratan Salerno
Calloway

GOODYEAR'S GREAT-SELLING
STEEL RADIAL.
AT A LOW SALE PRICE. -
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RUNWAY LIGHTS -

resembled an airport runway Monday night as the
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2-Whee6 Front Disc
Install new front brake
pads • flesurtace
tront rotors • InSbect
ca hoer,
OR
4-Vil4ee0 Drum: Install
new brake lining and
Surface all tour drums

Front Wheel...
Rear Wheel...
Prices start in
Four Wheel! 515
50 for our

$ 5SO

nooutar
alignment service
Pons ono
oddifiones serincir
extra E needed

TOTAL ALIGNMENT
HEADQUARTERS
• Inspect all tour Ores • Correct air pfassure
• Set front wheel caster camber, toe to proper
alignment • Inspect steering and suspension
systems
Most U S cars Imports with antistatic suspension
Incluaes hont wheel ear Cherettes light ItuCkS and
cars reouirino MacPhersOn Stiut conechon estra

RUDOLPH TIRES$JiLIGNMENT
GOODkYEAR

IS4

721

No. 12th St.

753-0595

Murray

GOODYEAR 'INDEPENDENT DEALERS

GOODYEAR INDEPENDENT DEALERS
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Fight for actors'guild controldivides industry
LOS ANGELES u‘P)
It's the stuff that motion picture and televi*on dramas are made of
Ben-Hur vs. Lou Grant
-- but the battle is not
Hollywood make-believe.
Since January, a fight
for philosophical control
of the Screen Actors
Guild, the powerful
50,000-member actors
union, has divided the
entertainment industry
and led to a death threat
and a recall movement
against its president, Ed
Asner, star of television's
"Lou Grant."
"This whole thing has
gotten out of hand," said
.one SAG official who asked not to be identified.
The drama began in
January when SAG first
awarded its annual
award to Ronald Reagan,
a six-time president of
the union, and then
retracted it.
That move, ostensibly
over the president's
handling of the air controllers strike last summer, was bitterly criticized by actor and former
.SAG president Charlton
Heston as "a gross
blunder" and an "example of the radicalization
:of the Guild."
_ The White House had
:no comment on the
award's withdrawal.
Heston, star of such
.movie hits as "The Ten
:Commandments" and
:'Ben-Hur," said that
'SAG, with Asner as presi• Nal Ma' S..
;T
0

dent, has drifted deeper
into political waters. He
pointed to a movement to
merge three actors
unions, plus the Guild's
donation of money last
summer to the striking
air traffic controllers and
a board resolution in
December that the union
speak out more on
political issues — including endorsement of
candidates.
"Actors are very
touchy about having people speak for them,"
Heston said in an interview. "What they want
from their union is attention to the jobs problem,"
in an industry where, he
said, 76 percent of the
SAG members earned
less than $2,500 last year.
The death threat
against Asner surfaced
last Wednesday when a
man called SAG headquarters and told his
secretary a group was
"out to get" the actor for
his aid to rebels in El
Salvador.
The caller referred to a
Washington news conference Asner and
several other prominent
actors held Feb. 15 to announce a $1 million fundraising drive to send
medical supplies into
violence-torn El Salvador
through left-wing guerrillas.
Bodyguards have been
assigned to Asner, security guards were posted at
the entrance to the "Lou
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Grant" set, security was
Increased at the studio
gates and Asner has temporarily stopped giving
interviews, said his
spokesman Mike
Mamakos.
Also on Wednesday,
SAG member Tony
Cecere began a drive jo
unseat Asner and claimed he had already
gathered 300 signatures.
A petition campaign
would require valid
signatures from 10 percent of SAG's 50,000
members before the
union's board would consider action. Two-thirds
of SAG's members must
approve a recall in a written ballot.
Heston, who does not
favor the recall, said he
was "appalled" by the
death threats but added,
"It is certainly true that
he Asner was carelessly derelict in his responsibility.
"Without even hearing
his comments, I am
positive he did not give
Guild money. What he did
do was fail to make clear
he was not speaking on
behalf of the Guild," said
Heston, claiming he had
received "at least a hundred" calls from SAG
members criticizing
Asner's stance on El
Salvador.
"I would suggest that
the serious professionals
in the Screen Actors
Guild would not want the
Guild to take positions on
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El Salvador or solar
energy ... but on acting,"
he said.
"I think that it's not only a right but an obligation for every responsible
citizen to speak out when
our government is acting
in ways we believe are
wrong," Asner wrote in a
bylined essay that appeared on the Op Ed Page
of Saturday's New York
Times. "That's why I
went to our nation's
capital...because the
situation in El Salvador is
rapidly becoming
another Vietnam War,
and I want to prevent that
from happening."
Before Asner stopped
giving interviews, he said
his goal was to strengthen
SAG, not radicalize it.
"I have yet to make one
political act, to call for
one political act," Asner
said, adding that
Heston's attacks may be
"at the behest of the
White House because of
the SAG award embarrassment.
"I can't believe he was
serious," Heston said. "I
cannot believe the president of the United States
has nothing better to do
than concern himself
with the inner politics of
the Screen Actors Guild."
Asner charged that
Heston has been engaged
In "a great deal of nitpicking and street confrontation the past six
weeks — the same charge
Heston leveled at Asner

.• • ••••••

regarding recent negotiations between SAG and
producers of radio and
television commercials.
Asner termed it "a
bald-faced lie" that he
had advocated confrontation tactics during talks
on the commercials industry contract. A tentative commercials
agreement has been
reached and awaits board
and member approval.
As for the proposed
merger of SAG with the
American Federation of
Television and Radio Artists and the Screen Extras Guild — a move
Heston thinks was
"designed to increase the
power" of Asner and
other Guild leaders,
Asner has said, "The bigger the union, the
stronger it has to be.
Merger... can only help
the individual."
Opponents of the
merger contend it would
prevent union actors
from working on nonunion productions and
would result in prohibitive labor costs for
low-budget and independent producers.
Asner has accused
Heston of defecting from
the labor movement. He
said Heston, who last
year chaired a special
presidential task force on
private funding for the
arts, should spend his
time seeking more jobs
for actors.
1
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HOLD YOUR TONGUE! — Sahji, a 5-year-old Siberian tiger, appears to be
mocking the photographer who took this shot at the Great Adventure Amusement Park in Jackson, N.J. The Siberian tiger was probably much more comfortable than humans,as bitter cold weather and snow continued to hit the nation.
( AP Laserphoto)

Auto theft suspects arrested
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Suspects were
being arrested Monday
by FBI agents and Lexington Metro Police officers on charges relating
to an interstate auto theft
operation. an FBI
spokesman said.
James Yelvington,
special agent in charge of
the FBI for Kentucky,
and Doug Gow, special
agent in charge for the
FBI in east Tennessee,
along with John McFadden, chief of the Lexington Metro Police
Department, said the arrests ended an investigation that led to the indictment in February of
several individuals by a
federal grand jury in
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Prices Good thru Sunday
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district attorney's office.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The indictments were
were
arrested
Those
identified by Yelvington presented before a
as: Charles Smith Clark, federal grand jury at
Jason Loveday, Charles Chattanooga "as a result
Mullins and Clarence of the cooperation of a
Harvey Rutherford, all of Charles Ramsey Jr., the
the Chattanooga, Tenn. district attorney at Manchester Tenn.," Yelvarea.
Yelvington said the in- ington said. "The indictments that involve vestigation recovered 69
theft and interstate .vehicles valued at
transportation of stolen $576,813, which had been
motor vehicles were the stolen from Kentucky,
result of "an undercover- Ohio and Georgia and
type operation" involving delivered to people in
Tennessee and Kentucky Tennessee," he added.
Yelvington said those
agents, the Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation, arrested will make court
intelligence division of appearances in Chatthe Chattanooga Police tanooga later this month.
Department and in- If convicted, he said, thAy
vestigators from the could be sentenced to a
Manchester, Tenn. maximum of five years:

Super
fabric buys
to brighten
your spring
wardrobe,
from Wal-Mart!

•

Thebargain
waterhader.yosere
considering may
notbeibargain
afterail. .....
Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the heating cycle. They're also
less efficient in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket.
That's not true with a
—
Conservationist* electric
water heater. The initial
cost is a few dollars more,
yes. But they're less
expensive in the long run
because they're far more
energy efficient...thanks to
double density insulation
and many other energy
saving features
If you want more reasons
why a Conservationist
water heater should be your
number one choice in water
heaters, call us today.
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wai-mart carries
a complete line
of sewing
notions!

Save 18%
Oxford Cloth

Super Valu
Baby
*65%
Cord e
Fortrel
•45

•Polyester/cotton •45 Inches wide
'Assorted classic solid colors
and stripes for shirts and blouses
•Machine wash & dry 'Beg 1 88 yd

-

A.O. Smith Conservationiste Water Heaters.
Theirrestment that works. -

inG tches wide
•rea
polyester/35%
for
cotton
fabric for shorts,
pants *Machine spring in
wash & dry
Springsportswear
co/ors

10.

Murray Supply
Co.

2
1/1/
71°41:

Compare The Features —
Then Decide
The Michigan Life IRA
Offers The Best

•

Save 19%
Exotica Prints
•

•50% Polyester/50% rayon 045
Inches wide 'Tropical prints 'Muted
shades with an exotic touch
•Machine wash & dry *Reg. 2.57 yd.
•

•

Save 17%
T-Top Stripes

•50% Kodel polyester/50% cotton
•60 Inches wide 'Perfect for T-Shirts
or dresses *Colorful stripes_ _
•Machtne wash & dry 'Reg.3.94 yd.

Super Value
Interlock Knits

Super Value
Box Stitch Knit

•50% Fortrel polyester/50% cotton
•58-60 Inches wide 'Pastel & bright
solids for a sportswear look
'Machine wash & dry

•80% Polyester/20% cotton
•58-60 Inches Wide 'Action knit for
shirts 'Solid colors .Machine wash
& dry

3.44yd

.10 1411.
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1157Yd.
—Coordinating Collars Also
On Sale(See Below)

- Coordinating Collar Also
• On Sale (See Below)
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,
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15.25% through March on
new monies received interest rate
guaranteed not to go below
government Treasury Bill interest
rate for balance of 1982. Pay no
fees and no load—ever. Full interest credited on 100% of
money deposited. A surrender
charge which disappears after 10
years. Flexible premium deposits.
Disability waiver of premium, at
small additional cost, makes
plan self-completing even if you
are disabled and unable to pay.
Provides an income after retirement which you cannot outlive.

MICHIGAN LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Save 1 9%
Matching Collars

Save 22%
Colored Head
Ball Point Pins

'Use for collar or sleeve cuffs
'All white and white with stripes
'Choose from collars to
l
with box or interlock
e coordinate
khits "Machine wash & dry
'Beg

'Rust-proof steel with
plastic ball heads
•No 17(1 11.• -length),
stainless steel pin
'No 7404'Reg 884

753-3361

208 E. Mehl

1.17

Represented by

Save 18%
Ginger Snaps
r

•12-Count 'Pearl

fasteners for all
wearables & crafts
'Beg 1 44

$1
I Each
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Aral M it Sells for Less • I/Val Mart

Soils for
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Sells for Less • Vial Mart Sells for Les',

641 N.759-9995
Bel Air Ctr. 753-8777
Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

WAL•MART

01' Roy Dog
Food-25 Lbs.
•25 Pound bag •High
quality •21 % Protein

end of the month

Don't Miss
This Chance
To Save On
Top Quality
Merchandise
We've Lowered
Prices On
Hundreds Of
Items!
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SPECIAL

Short Sleeve
Stripe or
Solid

NANO KNITTING TANN
NE

,
•Ar

OZ

•

NANO KNITTING YARN
NET MIT S0. OZ

hose
.ourt
:hat)nth.
thóy
to
ars.

Everyday
Low Price
Red Heart
Yarn
.100% Orion° Acrylic fiber
*4 Ply Hand Knitting

100
WATT

FOUR BuLtis

'Machine wash & dry

Per Skein

'OtsPc•ICeft•c•ihon Man
..
,
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Everyday
Low Price
General Electric
Standard
Light Bulbs

Special
Purchase

ESP.INS
i;•11-
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tro
Save 20%
Clothes Pin 50 Ct.

•4 Per package
'Choose from 40,
60, 75 or 100 watt

Wooden do hes pins
'
•No rust sprirgs'No 6061
'Reg 1 18

Per 4 Pack

Men's
Short
Sleeves

Pullover
Sport
Shirts
Save 2.21

Save 2.01
Metal
Ironing Board

Save 20%
Criss Cross Bra

Ladies DreSS Heel

•Polyester, nylon, lycra
spandex
•Contour pad or natural
cups •A, B, C cups size
32 to 42.Reg 1 88

• Dynamic mufti-stripe styling
• Accent bow
• Medium fashion heel
• Ladies size 5-10
• Regular 16.88

•15"x54"
•Almond •Adiustaole
•Sturdy metal
'No WM-57.Reg.9 97

1 Lb.
Bag

Tucker
Fishing

Shredded

Chair

Foam

Wal Mart

Decorative

Oil
Lamps

5x7 and
8x10
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te

Scilr
Sac
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5.8812.9610.44
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VALUABLE COUPON°91

y.

VALUABLE COUPONml

Wild Bird
Food

Ogilvie
Whisper Wave
•Professional style
'Restores permed hair
to normal ph
'Limit 2 with coupon

Reg 2 1 6
With

I
111

Coupon I
Limit 1 With Coupon

WAL-MART

Expires 2-2 • ct

WAL:MART

Expires 2-27-82

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our ontenbon to have every :ever
tised item in stock, however, it due to any unforeseen rcrason, an advertised item is not :wadable
tor purchase, Wal Mart will issue a Rain Check on request. for the merchandise to be purchased
at the sale price whenever avertable, or wiN sea you a samara 'torn at a comparable leductsen in
price We reServe the right to limit quantities

WAL:MART

WALMART

WA1:MART

rj

MasterCard

Shop and Compare
Our Low Prices!

Wal Mart Sells for less•Wel Mart Sells for lass • .L,11
•
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State can not withhold aid
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) -- The state cannot
withhold partial aid from
county health departments as an incentive for
the county to join a
district health department, according to the attorney general's office.
But after hearing about
that opiniook Monday,
Human Re/Sources
Secretary Grady Stumbo
said his agency has not
engaged in the practice.
He said that instead of
penalizing recalcitrant
counties, the human
resources agency has offered a one-time bonus to
counties which agree to
merge into a health
district.
Nelson County Attorney Challen McCoy of
Bardstown raised the
issue.
He told the attorney
general's office that as an
"incentive" to join a
district health department, the state is
withholding 25 percent of
its funding in counties
that have no such plans.
Nelson County has not

Stumbo said that the atchosen to join at this
time, McCoy said, and torney general's opinion
Local officials discussed "is correct in regard to
the legality of the state's the question asked."
But, he said, his agency
purported action in
has been allocating local
holding back money.
Assistant Deputy At- health funds for a long
torney General Charles time under a formula.
Stumbo said that the
Runyan said:
"It is our opinion that, Human Resources reducwhere a county wishes to ed aid across the board to
retain a county health all local health departdepartment and does not ments when it had to fall
wish to join a district me line with recent cuthealth department, the backs in the state adallotment of state ap- ministration.
The secretary said that
propriations to that county health department later, it was found that
must be made strictly switching deposits of the
under the (statutory) county health funds
would draw $600,000 inguidelines."
this year.
terest
RECEIVES COMMISSION - Charles H. Paschall receives silver oak
RuThe main point,
leaves of lieutenant colonel from his wife, Brenda (left) and Brigadier
nyan said, is that the_ Stumbo said the
General Archie S. Cannon, Jr., Assistant Commandant of the U.S. Army Air
allotment must be made:;$600,000 is providing the
Defense School at Fort Bliss, Tex
as "a just and equitable one-time windfall if a
( U.S. Army Photograph)
district.
a
joins
county
share" of available
In the concluding porfunds.
"If the blanket DHR tion of his opinion, Rupolicy is to withold 25 per- nyan said:
"Although the '25 percent of what a county
FORT BLISS, TEXAS Training and Doctrine National Defense Service
withholding' policy
cent
for
get
might otherwise
A graduate of Murray Command System Medal, Vietnam Service
d
intentione
be
well
its single county health may
State
University has been Manager's Office for the Medal and the Vietnam
public
some
of
in
terms
that
and
department
to the rank of Stinger Air Defense Campaign Medal.
promoted
policy is applied to your advantages accruing
Paschall received his
colonel with Missile System.
nty
lieutenant
a
multi-cou
from
in
be
would
situation, that
comdegree from the
his
Masters
received
He
the
U.S.
Army.
violation of (the law)," district operation and
of Texas of El
ArUniversity
the
through
H.
mission
Paschall,
Charles
of
the
resources,
pooling
Runyan said.
is
He
Pasco.
program.
ROTC
Mrs.
and
my
DHR has no statutory or son of Mr.
He and his wife, Brenconstitutional authority Howard 0. Paschall of a veteran of Vietnam and
to depart from the ex- Farmington, was pro- was awarded the Bronze da, reside at 429 Howze
plicity laid-out guidelines moted recently at Fort Star Medal, the St., Fort Bliss, Texas
and legislative policy Bliss, Tex., where he is Meritorious Service 79906. She is the daughter
relating to county health the Senior Project Officer Medal, Army Commen- of Barbara K. Johnson of
with the U.S. Army dation Medal (3 awards), Mayfield, Ky.
departments."

MSU graduate promoted

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Macaw
.CROSS
1 Food fish
3 Soak
1
Packages
5 Kismet
5 Imitation
9 Secret
Hebrew
6
,agent
month
12 Region
13 Son of Adam 7 Beverage
8 Lamb's pen
14 Soup of a
name
, sort
9 Extras
15 Boy Scout
10 Soccer
group
great
.17 Three-toed
11 Ivy League
sloth
18 Everyone
school
16 Kind of tea
19 Expense
20 Three-base
21 Concur
hits
23 Pittsburgh
22 Proceed
players
27 Faroe
23 Pump
24 Camper's
whirlwind
COVef
28 Hi, there!
25 Spanish
29 Electrified
article
particle
31 Turf
26 Soak up
34 "Who's - 30 Sea nymph
32 Certain
third?"
35 Broke
Goff
suddenly
38 Greek letter
39 Airline abbr.
41 Four qts.
42 More unusual
44 Scale note
46 Respectful
48 Name
51 Dirt
52 Blackbird
53 French
•
article
55 Simpletons
51Prhrough
80 Levantine
ketch
82 Brad
63 Notice
64 Gaelic
65 Flannel-suit
color
DOWN
1 Top

YOU WANT ME TO SPADE
YOUR GARDEN? I'M NOT
TO PHYSICAL LABOR!

kozwer to Moaday's Puzzle

Makers wanttolower production cost
of producing tobacco cleaning solvent

MOM COMB
012012012 OLOCIUU
MUM
CO CU=
COO MOM UM
CUM MOM CI
MAME OCIUMMO
BUM UODU
=MOOD MUM
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
OE CUOMO MOO
CUM UODOU IC (AP) - A cleaning sol=WU OU vent, made from a burley
=CB
MUU000 MUM
tobacco extract, is
ONG= MEM
becoming more widely
used and manufacturers
tournament 47 Express
say they are seeking
48 Hits lightly
33 Soil
36 Bern's river 49 Arrow poison ways to make its produc50 Otherwise
37 Loved one
54 Ewer handle tion less costly.
40 Clothing
Sales of cleaning
43 Scale note
56 Shell mover
57 Stalemate
45 Land of
solvents made from
58 Crafty
Lincoln:
tobacco and water totaled
61 Exists
Abbr.
about $1.1 million last
year but Dalton Stover
expects them to soar to
nearly $4 million in 1982.
"We're really just getting started," said
Stover, president and
part owner of D & W Industries Inc. "Sometimes
I think we might have a
problem in growing too
fast."
D & W extracts
nitrates, citric acid,
malic acid and oxalic
acid from ground up
burley leaves to produce

soap.
Taking note that "... no
economically-feasible
method was developed for
the extraction process,"
Stover said the old patent
was allowed to lapse.
Stover said D & W was
founded in 1980 after Early Perry, who had been
with the Kentucky Farm
Bureau, became interested in the extraction
process.
"In his work with
farmers, he became intrigued with the different
ways they used tobacco
as a cleaning agent,"
Stover said.
Perry and an associate,
Clough Venable, applied
for a patent on the process and formed the company with several investors.
Initially, it was named
Dip and Wipe because the
firm planned to market a

treated cloth to clean oil
dipsticks.
Stover, 43, operated a
business consulting firm
in Tennessee and was retained by Dip and Wipe
last May to give it
marketing and distribution sadvice. He became
interested in the firm and
bought into it last summer.
The name was changed
to D & W when officials
decided to market a
variety of cleaning solutions.
Perry and Venable sold
their interests in the company and, in addition to
Stover, there are eight
other local investors and
one from Tennessee.
D & W doesn't reveal its
earnings but Stover said
it expects to introduce 14
more product lines within
the next two years.

news in brief

THEN YOU SHOULD GET
USED TO IT... IT'LL
BE GOOD FOR YOU!

YES,SHE
SENT ME TO
BED WITHOUT_
SUPPER

BUT I HID A
SANDWICH
UNDER THE
BED FOR
LATER

••••
0ISE Wand P.m.•waloOn.

DOPS ONE
OF MY STRAPS
f3-ROKE

J

Sm.

seven different cleaning
solutions such as windshield solvent, allpurpose cleaner, glass
cleaner and anti-freeze.
Two of the company's
founders have applied for
a new patient for the process but Stover is reluctant to detail the extraction process.
He said D & W purchases the burley from a
Tennessee firm and that
"it takes 5,625 pounds of
burley to produce 100,000
gallons of our products.
We expect to produce 6
million gallons this
year."
What's left of the
burley after the extraction process is mixed with
sawdust and sold as fertilizer.
Stover noted that a patent was issued in 1897 on
the extraction process to
use the compounds in
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$. Lost and Found

2.Wice
"Weddings
Distinction

Lost white Shepard in
vicinity of Coldwater
Rd. 7531489 Reward.

With

Carter
Studio
300 Main

4. Help Wanted

753 829d

111

For Sole
large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold lipped leaves
36 different styles
S2.95 Each.

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

BIBLE CALL
Tbo Death of loses •
759-4444. Bible Story
• 759-4445.

agars
enny
Jeans Men and
Women's Levi
Jeans
Men's $15.95
Women's and
Misses
$23.95
Students $14.95
Children $12.95

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
-711

g SEAR........
Johnny Roberts.
Rd. &nth
759-1506
Al's Records Having a
sale on all albums 5.6.98
Reg. 8.98. 45 singles
$1.15. Sale ends Friday.
421 Market Paris, Tn.

House cleaning every
other week. Have re753
ferences. 759-1255,
2377.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
_ and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.
Will do hand knitting
and crocheting baby
afghans,
things,
sweaters-you name it.
Sewing or alterations.
759-1025.

10. Business Opportunity
Established clothing
business can be bought
for inventory cost, Call
753-6048 or 489-2756 after
5p.m.

12 MONTH
FREE
FINANCING.CRASS FURNITURE
APPLE

black and white film in
their home or own
darkroom on regular
basis. Phone 753 5131,
Ext. 141.
Wanted: lead guitar
player for Top 40 Dance
Band. Working every
week end. 901-642-3559.
Serious inquiries only!
Want middle-aged
woman or couple
preferred to live with
and care for bedridden
man. Call 753-1634.

9. Situation Wanted

THE CATCH
THE CATFISH

THE

$241.20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No experience necessary.
National company Details and application
mailed. Send your name
and address to: Bond
Industries, Hiring Dept.
77, Kendalia, Tx. 78027.
INCOME not meeting
outgo? Exchange hours
for cash. Assistance
provided. For details
write; PO Box 2681
University Station
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Lady needing home.
Live in. Care for invalid. Room board pay.
759-1661.
experienced,
Mature,
ambitious person
needed to organize and
manage small local
office. Benefits and
salary commensurate
with qualifications.
Send replies to PO Box
Ky.
1040 F Murray,
42071.
Need experienced
mechanic. Apply in
person. Century Auto
Sales 801 Sycamore.
Sell Calvin Klein and
other Designer jeans at
prices from $14.-$25.
Earn 20 percent commission. Phone 442-166$
after noon.
WANTED: Someone to
process and print 35mnt

13. For Sale or Trade

TREE

For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.

SCHOOL provides
Mrs. Ferguson was
quality child care and
1.
Feb.
missing
reported
educational programs
Her body was found
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
Saturday along a seldomnumber of children are
kWaWOBuy
used dirt road. Stine said
now available. -1501
tests
results of toxicology
and coin collec753Stamp
DV.
Stadium View
won't be known until later
tion or accumulation.
9356.
Call after 3p.m.
this week.
767-4169.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Antiques
15. Articles for Sale
(AP)- The state is getWe Bay
on
bids
seek
to
ting ready
14 and 15in. New recap
BUN
tires reduced price.
health insurance
Antiqva
Clifford Garrison 707
coverage for its
And
Collectable:
Sycamore
employees, according to
Come by and see our
Tobacco sticks. Call
Finance Secretary
--345-2861 or 247-3953.
Weather Vane's
LEXINGTON, Ky. George Fischer.
MAIN
16. Home Furnishings
The contract will pro.(AP) - The annual Kenr
about
for
coverage
vide
Farmer
STREET
30in. Tappab electric
tucky Young
,
range $50 Call 753-898.4.
Association state conven- 33,000 state employees
HOUSE
local
of
Frost free freezer. $225.
employees
Friday
53,000
- tion will be held
Call 753-0219.
ANTIQUES
and Saturday at the Holi- school boards and 3,000
JEANS-JEANS Calvin
members of the Kentucky
602 Mahe Street
day Inn North.
Jordache
Klein $19.95,
Murray, Ky.
A tour of the University Retirement System,
$24.95, Oscar de L'renta
•
Monday.
said
9:00 to 5:00 Mom..
of Kentucky's Col- Fischer
$18.95, Polo shirts $18.
The contract has been
Set.; 1:00 to 5:00
IzodS16. 442-1668.
dstream Farm to view
Oak bedroom suite
experimental livestock negotiated on an annual
twin beds and chest,
work is among events on basis with Blue Cross and
practically new KenBlue Shield of Kentucky,
the agenda.
more Dryer. Call 753raised
October
last
which
--5295.
Thanks
of
Card
3.
per38
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio premium rates
1 recliner
One couch,
Antique City Mall Hwy.
both like new.
chair
.(AP - Maurice E."Mo" cent.
45 between Jackson and
Table with 4 chairs. Call
A task force was apLewis has been named
says
Humboldt,
1075. Mon. Fri. 8 4.
759
recommake
to
Midpointed
manager of the
"thanks" to our Ky
Two piece Early
customers. 82 dealers
dletown Works, suc- mendations and the first
American living room
welcome you. Open 10 5.
ceeding Charles C. "Si" proposal called for comsuite. Like new. Call
Closed
.
5
1
Sun.
Kramer, who retires Feb. petitive bidding on the
409-2527.
Monday's.
28 after 38 years with next contract.
The task force also
Armco Inc.
Lewis, who has been recommended cost conassistant works manager tainment and employee
Representative needed to merchandise A. 0.
since Jan. 1, joined the education programs.
Hervestore products Ili Western Kentucky.
is
state
the
Smith
said
Fischer
an
works in 1956 as
available. Sales or agricultural expositions
Two
negotiating with a profesengineering trainee.
We offer a training program
organizavaluable.
perience
review
sional
--with salary and expenses phis benefits. Draw
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) tion under which
workers
zed
against commissions or straight commission
Campbell County Cor- hospitali
available after training.
oner Fred Stine says would tell if they are getOver 30 years of research and product perLilian Ferguson, who was ting proper care.
three
for
ask
bids
plus continued market penetration with
The
formance
than
more
missing for
national and local :advertising makes this the
two weeks before 'her slightly different health
career opportvnity to consider.
body was found this insurance plans. One of
weekend, didn't die as the them provides single
Sead resew and request for an interview to:
coverage under the
Sales Manager
result of foul play.
But further tests are lowest -price arK-T Hervestore Systems, Inc.
Box 119
necessary to determine rangement, with the
Guthrie, KY 42234
what caused the 61-year employee paying the dif2
old woman's death, he ference for more expen2-4
sive options.
said,

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- The Environmental Quality Commission
will discuss two reports
when it meets -Wednesday.
One is "Economic Barriers to Siting a Hazardous Waste Treatment
Facility in Kentucky"
and the other is "Assessment of Hazardous Waste
Treatment-Industrial
Park Concept."

SALES
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24. Miscellaneous

20 metal Trusses 30ft.
long. Excellent for constructing farm machinery storage, hay stor
age and other farm
buildings. 753 5181.

1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
cap
Clearance Sale
maga- bedroom, 2 baths fur tains desk $50.
or
zine rack, recipe box. nished. Call 753 4683
We also build doghouses 753 1336 after 5p.m
and martin boxes. See Two bedroom trailer on
Water and
Gerald Waldrop at 1624 Payne St
Olive or phone 753 1712 utilities furnished Call
after 5p.m.
753 3096
For sale firewood $25. a Two bedroom mobile
rick delivered. 437 4517.
home Water and garb2 age pickup furnished.
Hot water heater,
436 2485 $90 month plus deposit.
months old
1 bedroom furnished
after 4p.m.
month
Merchant Figurematic apartment. $85.
plus deposit. 753 5405
$50., bathroom lavatory
4p.m.
and stool $20 Kenmore after
wood stove. Excellent
30. Business Rentals
condition $75. Call 498
8950.

V

WANTED

•

Respons&le porty to
tali op payments on
160sew piano.

_QAYTONS

4mILIZILL-4

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Two new storm win
4 used storm
dows,
3 new re
windows,
plasefflent windows, 1
Min,' Franklin Stove
used 6 months. 2 sets
inside shutters, 6 screen
doors wood, 15 window
sash new. I outside used 32. Apts. For Rent
1-220 volt wall
doors
FOR SALE
One and 2 bedroom
8 pieces insulaheater
apartments near down
Spinet-Console
753-4124.
tion glass.
town Murray. Call 753
Piono Bargain
Upright piano. stereo.
4109 or 436 2844.
3 drawer oak
Wonted: lospoosele piety
buffet,
'Furnished apartment
chest. Call 759 4073 ask
to mei over I. emethly
near university. 753for Judy.
payments on spinet piens.
3134 or 753-6177.
Write
Ca be sem locally.
Lakeland Wesley Vill25. Business Services
Credit Meneger: P.O. Box
age now renting 1
537 Shelbyville, IN 46174.
HODGES TAX SER- bedroom elderly apar
VICE. The Income Tax tments. HUD Rent
Specialist 1104 Pogue Subsidy Program. Apply
Ky. Call 759- L.W.V. U.S. 68 at
Wurlitzer console Murray,
theatre organ 4500. Like 1425.
BenJonathan Creek,
new. 753-1261 after
ton, Ky. 42025. 502-35/TV-Radio
26.
5p.m.
8888. An Equal Housing
Opportunity.
23. Exterminating
Large furnished ef
ficiency apartment.
Call 753-6254.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Off street
private entrparking,
25" color $39.95
ance on N. 6th. $125.
month. For appoint19" color, 1 3" colment call 753-3001 after
or, 19" B/W
- 5p.m.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. 121 North
753-7575
next to fairgrounds. $90.
Phew, 753-3914
per month. 753-3139.
One bedroom u n Sales
Home
Mobile
27.
24. Miscellaneous
furnished apartment.
12x65 Trailer for sale or New wall to wall carpet,
AAA CUSTOM MADE rent. 759-1987.
re -modeled kitchen.
CABINETS,
Deposit and references
1968 Baron. Un
bookcases,
etc furnished. $2500. 474- required.
music centers,
Call Spann Realty As8838.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
for all your real
soc.
14x60
city.
in
trailer
1980
Air compressors for
1 year warranty. estate needs. 753-7724.
sale. Dill Electric.
$12, 500. 753-3321 or 759- One or 2 bedroom low
utilities. $165. month.
/543.
Call 759-9303 anytime.
2 bath,
bedroom,
Three
LEO'S
cen- One or 2 bedroom
central gas-heat,
GOLD-GEMStral air conditioning apartments for rent at
SILVER
Embassy Apartments.
unit, underpinnning in
Call 753-3530 or 753-4331.
cluded. 753-5561.
Immediate Jewelry Is.
Partially furnished
Meet jobs 10.20 ramites.
28. Mobile Home Rentals apartment for rent. 1
I. Coleman Realty (rem)
person man or woman.
404 N. 12th StroM. Low
Furnished 2 bedroom
micas oo d loweky
mobile home. $110. per 753-7506.
repair.
$75. security Two bedroom apartmonth,
deposit. No pets. Call ment,
furnished. No
753-4808.
pets. $110. month. 753Car dolly for sale. Tows Nice 2 bedroom trailer 6876.
1 car. 8300. 435-4294.
ner Murray. No pets. Two bedroom duplex
with carport on Stadium
SEASONED 489-2611.
FIREWOOD. Mixed Trailer for rent. See View Dr. Central heat
hardwoods 18in.-24in. Brandon Dill at Dill's and air, all appliances.
available. $27.50 a rick Tr. Cf. entrance of Carpeted. Deposit redelivered. Call Jelin_ Murray Drive -In quired. No pets. Call
753-1799 after 5:30p.m.
, Theatre.
Boyer at 753 8536.

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Marantz,
Kenwood,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional intallation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753.0113.

0

5.
8

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
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CLAYTONS

35. Farms for Rent
Approximately 1200
acres of good quality
land located in the
Sedalia Community. To
be rented on a sealed
bid basis-cash or crop
rent. For further incontact
formation,
Jackson Purchase PCA.
328 East Broadway.
Mayfield, Kentucky or
phone 247.5613.

36. For Rent or Lease
LEASE The Murray
Calloway County In
dustrial Foundation will
accept Bids to lease
Industrial Park land for
farming purposes. 35
acres row cropping; 35
acres for grass and hay.
Bid date March 4. 1982.
Information can be
obtained at the Chamber of Commerce, 805
North 12th Street-Phone
753-5171.

1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February)ouwl
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?

e•
53-

ec-

=_ap
e.
07
a II

Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open tO..everyone, for every
snfill
section on the classified page, reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

ic
2
T.
in
he
ta

v Ads must run three consecutiVe days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
,/Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

t,
2n53ter
w.
all
I y
all

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
•

37. Livestock-Supplies

Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you seR the item you advertise. You C.V.('
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
CoN 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

month plus
deposit. Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.
NEAR MURRAY
HIGH SCHOOL
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School. Home
has been
redecorated
throughout, insulated to TVA
standards, and
chain, link fenced
backyard. Excellent location
and exellent price upper 50's. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for full
details.

Strout.
Realty
Office Coast to Coast
Boyers from Everyirkers
Iterieitie Service Since 1100
1112 Coldwater teed
henry, Iteetecky 42871
(502) 753-0181
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
linker
licensed & toodoil

Pordom & Thorson
Inserence
Real Estate
Soptbside Court 5g.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

D

753-1222
OLD MAN
WINTER
Won't give you the
blues in this bright
and cheery home.
Private wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with
concrete and brick
patio and gas grill.
Gas logs in
fireplace provide
comfort, economy',
and convenience.
Phone today for all
the details on this
quality home in a
quiet residential
neighborhood.
Priced in the $50s
through Kopperud
Realty, your
Homes for Living
Realty in Murray.
HOP,SKIP
& JUMP
To the shopping
areas from this
very convenient
location. This is a
very special 3
bedroom home
with extra large
closets. New
carpet in living
room and hall and
new vinyl in kitchen. A very well
built home. Owner
has left town,
make an offer.
40's. Phone 753-

AK C Registered 1977 Grand Prix Want
Keeshound puppies. 10 to rent clean up shop
weeks old, only 2 males 759-1161
left. Phone 753 7989.
1978 Ford Fiesta. 36, 900
new
sunroof,
miles,
45. Farms for Sale
tires, AM F M cassette
Forty seven acres on Excellent condition.
Call 753-8512.
Hwy 94 West
759 1987

1974 Pinto

FOR SALE
w1'.2 Story, 4 BR.,
on 2 acres under
$15,000 for quick
sale.
e2 12 x 60, Mobile
Home. 2 BR 1974,
furnished or unfurnished.
e3 27 Acre Farm on
Hwy. 94 10 miles
west only $1,000
acre.
M4 8 room house, 4
BR,2 baths, on 242
acres near
Panorama Shores.
751-9“11
•
Slat I51.111
PROPIRTV MANACI..itNT

SELL YOUR
HOME IN TOWN
TO SOMEONE
OUT OF TOWN
We're in touch with
buyers from around
the country. When
you list with us you
get a referral service with the
strength and
knowledge you'd
expect from the
Number 1 real
estate sales
organization in
America. We have
requests from prospects interested in
purchasing four
bedroom homes in
the city. We have
three families from
three different
states wanting four
bedroom homes.
We're in touch with
buyers. Give us a
call 753-1492.
KIDS,BRING
YOUR PARENTS
Pool table included
with rec room - All
equipment included
with swimming
pool - Just now on
the market - Two
bedrooms on each
two levels - Dine
formally or in eat-in
kitchen Assumable loan for
you - Equity for
owner. Call 753-1492
for your preview.

LORETTA NM,REALTORS®
i 200 Sycarron
Murray, Kantucky 4207)

225 Acre Farm
Owner
Financing
No Interest

Waite, ootomotic
treas., factory air,
one owner, new point
lob, 38,000 miles.
Only $1550.00. Call
753-3230 between
5:00 and 9:00 p.m.

-

John C.
Neubauer
Real Estate

1974
PINTO

753-0101 or
753-7531

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house.
2
Carpet throughout,
large living
baths,
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
2 story. 9
1
By owner 1 /
full
rooms. Fireplace
basement, garage, low
deep lot
utility bills,
near hospital. Re
modeled 1976. 12 percent financing available
with $‘0, 000. down.
Price SIt 750. Call 7534710 after 5p.m.
Income property by
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3
bedroom brick home on
4 lots presently 1 lot
rented for mobile home.
air conCarport,
ditioned, perfect starter
home for young couple
for rental income.
$36000. Will consider
renting to responsible
party:Call 522 7837.
Selling at loss, owner
transferred. 3 bedroom,
13 percent mortage.
Low utilities. 489-2881.
Super insulted 4 bed2 „bath,
room brick,
a
large
carpet.
pump,
kitchen. Call 753-5791 or
759-1074.

1979 Chevette. 2 door
red with
hatchback,
black interior. Auto.
matic with air con•
ditioning, 21, 000 miles.
$3800. 382 2832 Graves
Co.
1979 Grand Marquis.
36000 miles.
Loaded,
black with gray interior. $6250. 753.8830
daytime.
1979 silver Pontiac
Trans Am 10th An
niversary Edition.
low mileage.
Loaded
Call after 5p.m
753-4984.
CARS,
JEEPS,
PICKUPS from $35.
Available at local Gov't
Auctions. For Directory
call 805-687 6000 Ext.
8155 Call refundable.

50. Used Trucks
1973 Chevy pickup 454.
Power bra ke-ssteering,
air. AM-FM radio. tilt
wheel. Call 753-6123.

47. Motorcycles

VW Factory Rebate
$350 on all 1982
Volkswagens including
Americas highest mpg
diesel Rabbit Sedan
and tracks.

1972 Honda 750 in excellent condition. Call 3762178 after 5p.m.
1975 Honda motorcycle
400 CC. 4 cylinder, 5000
$950. Call
miles,
753 4614.

VW's.
TOTAL REBATE
$700

48. Auto Services
1979 Chevrolet V-6 engine. low milage. 4742325.
Import Auto Salvage
new and used parts.
474-2325.

I
KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Illurroy, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts; Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500
•

C5021753-1492

44. Lots for Sale

KOPPT

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

M. Pets Supplies

43. Real Estate

Black Rackm horse and
Small furnished apar
tment. Inquire 100 S. 2 horse Stedtmann
trailer Call 753 6123
13th St.
Holstein calves
bedroom
Two
townhouse apartment. 200 500Ibs. 1530150
Appliances furnished,
central 38. Pets-Supplies
carpeted,
heatair Also 1 studio
apartment available
Dog obeciance group or
753 7550 or 753-7559.
private lessons. Dogs 2
months and up.
Two bedroom apart
ment. Partial utilities Natonally known in
paid. Call 759-1457 after structor. 436- 2858.
5p.m
"Portable Dog Runs and
Two bedroom upstairs Kennels. Cages and ac
apartment furnished. cessories Write for a free
Includes utilities. Call catalog Falls City Fence
2936 St Xavier,
Co.
753 4645 after 2p.m.
Dept. CM
Louisville,
Ky. 40212."
34. Houses for Rent
Two dachshund pup
Comfortable 2 bedroom pies_ Full blooded no
Natural gas
house
papers 474 2325
water furnished. Near
churches and school. 4
41. Public Sale
miles out. References
and deposit required. BOGARD REALTY
753 3177.
DOVER
AUCTION,
Five room house and TN. We buy liquidation
upstairs. 2 or 3 bed- inventories of
business • farm equip•
utility.
bath,
room.
upstairs rooms. Old ment. Note-We will sell
Shiloh Rd. out of at auction for you. Call
615 232 5150
Murray. 753-9673.
Income property by
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3 43. Real Estate
bedroom brick home on
4 lots presently 1 lot
rented for mobile home
air con
Carport,
40--v
ditioned. perfect starter
home for young couple
lip
for rental income.
$36000. Will consider
7531222
renting to responsible
momes rust
Ner
party. Call 522-7837.
Near Kenlake 5 year old
APARTMENT
3 bedroom, insulated,
FOR RENT
electric heat and wood
nice 2
Extra
re
stove.
heater,
bedroom, unand water
frigerator,
furnished duplex
furnished. $195. plus
deposit. 442-3877.
in Westwood Subd.
One bedroom house in
With fireplace,
Lakeway Shores. Partly
tove,
patio,
furnished. Call 7536123.
refrigerator,
1
home
bedroom
Three
dishwasher,
block off campus. Cenfully
disposal and
tral gas heat,
furnished. Before Ip.m
washer -dryer
after 4p.m.
753-8207,
hook-up. $265.
753-3763.

Make Money. By Saving!
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21. Mobile Home Rentals 32. Apts. For Rent

19. Farm Equipment

22. Musical
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Lake Property
For Sale
1) 3 BR, 2 bath, 5
acre lot, lake front
$56,000.
2) 3 BR, 2 bath,
large family room.
Lakefront. Asking
$58,900.
3) 4 BR 2 bath. 100
ft. x 300 ft. lot.
Blood River area.
Asking $25,000.
4) 3 BR mobile
home with large
addition. $14,000.
Owner financing
or mortgage
assumption possible to qualified
buyers.
Call Spann Realty
Assoc. for all your
Real Estate needs.
753-7724

Carroll VW Rebate
$350.00 On All

Carroll VW
Audi Mazda

Government
Jeeps
Surplus listed for $3. 196.
sold for S0100. For
information call 312-9311961 Ext. 1774.

51. Campers
Nice 35ft. camper. Full
size bath. $3200.
753-2241.

52. Boats-Motors
1972 18ft. Sea Ray.
140Hp Mercruiser. Call
753-4647 after 5p.m.

53. Services Offered

Do you need your
carpets cleaned?. Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done, with deep
Call
steam cleaning
Jeff 753 0015
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
white rock, gravel, and
coal hauling. Call 753
4545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
Your electrical, plumbng. heating, air con
painting and
ditioning.
insulating needs. Call
753-9673.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry
plumbing,
concrete,
sliding. NO
roofing,
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 174
2359, nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
If you own your land I
can help you have a
home built and financed
at 10 percent A.P.R.
Ca11136 5582

Purina Sonic* Co
alositoa aid 'aryl sight
costes trim -wort.
Mums. Call Will El
Salley, 153-1131.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground.
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-43/3 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping,
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOV&R 'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
Professional painting,
com
paperhanging,
Mercial, .residential
farm
interior-exterior,
estimates
buildings.
Tremon Farris 759 1987.
Professional interior
painting. I have painted
some of the finest
homes in the Louisville
area and have now
come to Murray.
Guarantee the best
prices and the most
professional job in
town. For free estimates call Mark 7672273.
Thirty one years experience. Carpenter remodeling,
building,
and repairing annex on
home and trailer. 4362253.
Tree Work. Topping,
and taking
trimming,
down. 436-2179.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 753
5476.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
work completely
dry
guaranteed. Call pr

ALUMINUM
Over 50 rebuilt auto- ALCOA
or vinyl siding
matic transmissions in SIDING
Aluminum
stock. 90 day un- and trim.
_brick houses. _write.: _Morgan _Conconditional warranty. trim for
-753-1873.
struction Co. Rt. -2 Bbx
Reynolds Trans- Jack Glover
Ky.
missions Hwy 69 North Accepting spring con 409 A Paducah,
tract for lawn mowing 42001 or call 4.42 7026.
Paris, Tn. 901-642-2572.
in city of Murray. For Will do hand knitting
49. Used Cars
free estimates write and crocheting baby
Harry A. Baker Rt. 3 things,
afgha.ps.
1965 Rambler Classic. 2 Box 105 CA Murray. Ky.
sweaters you name it.
autoowner,
6
door.
42071.
Sewing or alterations.
air condition.
matic,
759-1025.
and
driveways
Asphalt
$650. Car is in excellent
by
sealed
lots
parking
Will sharpen hand saws.
condition. 436 5172 after
Sears. For free es- chain saws and skill
5p.m
timates call 753-2310.
saws. Call 753-4656.
1967 Ford Fairlane 289
SERCARPENTER
conGood
automobile.
dition. Best offer. _cpai_ VICE. New homes.
ROOFING
custom kit759-4805 or 753-8430 after additions
all remodeling.
chens,
& SHINGLES
BUILT-UP
4:30.
Hawley Bucy 492 8120.
References. All work
1972 Chevy Impala. 2
$1.50
guaranteed. Free
door body. Interior and Carpet Layer
McK inEstimates. Call 759outside in good condi- yard. Call Ray
zie 198 8950. Reference
1859 or 753-6581.
tion. Phone 753-1479.
498-8963.
1974 VW Bug. Excellent
body in Concrete, block, brick.
mechanically,
No 55. Feed and Seed
good shape. Student 21 years experience.
or small
must sell. Best offer. job to large
Free estimates. Call Hay large round bales
759 9524. 753 5310.
$15. each. Call 382-2207.
753-5176.
1975 Corvette Chevrolet
86600. Firm. Phone
753-8963.
1976 Monte Carlo. $1695.
Call 753 9710.
1976 Triumph TR-7.
40, 000 miles. good con225 L.P. Miller St. (Across hes Commt. LBW1••
dition. $2750. Call 7532615, 759 4532.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75

William Nall Pasco, DMD

announces the opening
of his office

for the practice of
General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only.
1653 Calloway Ave.

753-1914

Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sot..
7:30-2:30 753-3685

THE TAILOR SHOP
Will Move From
101 N. 12th Street
on Saturday Feb. 20th
to
1600 Dodson Ave.
Between Lete's Beauty Salon and The Rib Shiidt.:
They will open for business at timir now loco**.
on Monday, Feb. 22nd.
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OBITUARIES

Burial will follow in
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
The three-year-old girl
died Monday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Born March 23,
1978, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
Brian Maness and Cindy
Hill Maness Baker.

Survivors include her
father and stepmother,
Brian and Wanda
Maness, Rt. 11; her stepfather and mother, Kerry
and Cindy Baker, Rt. 1; a
stepsister, Heather Boyd,
Rt. 8.
Also surviving are her
grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Maness,
Rt. 1, Dexter, I.inard Hill,
Rt. 2, and Donna
Wheatley, Rt. 1; greatgrandparents, Oscar
Maness, Dexter, Mina
Wheland, Calvert City,
Autumn Hill, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Clanon
Gamble, Benton.
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LAKE CITY,Ga.(AP)— The U.S. Postal Service
won't zap Lake City's ZIP code this year, signaling
a truce in the 8-year-old war between Washington
and Atlanta suburb 30252.
In 1974, City Clerk Alva Inman wrote the Atlanta
postmaster to complain that Lake City's mail was
being delivered to towns bearing that name in
Florida, South Carolina, Arkansas, California, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota and Pennsylvania.
"Our letters would go around the horn two or
three times before they got here," said Mayor
Harold Bevis.
They told us we were not big enough to merit our
own post office," Bevis said. "But they said they

Pallbearers were
George Vernot, Charles

1104 Storey

ck 753-4567
We're happy to announce tha
Susan Kaye Valentine, bride elect of
Edward Alan Wrye has chosen her
decorating accessories from our
gallery of gifts
Susan and Edward will be married
April 3, 1982

PENNIES WANTED.
Peoples Bank Will
Pay You
$ .0

Tubbs, Danny Cline, Ed
Shinners, Paul Kurz and
Don Burke. Burial will
follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Page, 55, died Saturday
at 3:50 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Per 100 Pennies

State awards contracts
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Contracts totaling $667,575 have been
awarded to Bluegrass
Concrete Construction
Co. of Louisville for handicapped access improvements at various
facilities around
Frankfort.
The contracts are for
four projects at the State

a pmess Place _

could give us a ZIP code that will give you your own
identity."
But last week, post office spokesman Hon Denney
said Lake City, a small Clayton County town of less
than 3,000 people, should never have been given a
ZIP code.
The post office was ready to begin notifying
residents that their ZIP would be changed to 30260,
the same as nearby Morrow's.
Denney said on Friday, however, the post office
had changed its mind and Lake City residents can
keep their ZIP code until early next year, when the
whole nation will switch to nine-digit ZIP codes.
"In the meantime, we're not going to ask them to
make any changes at all," he said.

Page funeral services Wednesday
Services for Donald E.
Page were today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Ronald Mercer
officiated.

•

Post Office won'tzap zip code
for small Georgia town this year

I

Miss Maness'funeral planned
Services for Bridgette
Faye Maness will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiated.
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At Any Of Our 3 Locations

Office Building and annex, Consolidated Services Building and
Physical Plant Department Buillding, Corrections and Security
Building and State Police
Academy.
Work on all four projects is scheduled for
completion at the end of
-August.

'TNT'

Main Office
5th and Main

North Office
N. 12th and Chestnut

HURRY — LIMITED TIME ONLY

PEOPLES/BANK

ALL BABIES ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL — Newborns Jane Anderson,
left, weighs in at just under 13 lbs., while Alicia Gonzales weighed in at less
than half that weight at 54'2 lbs. Both were born at a Muskegon, Mich.,
hospital.
(AP Laserphoto

MURRAY

FRANKLIN, Ky. o‘P) three counts of traffick- after their court
ap— Tommy Earl Dowell, ing in food stamps.
pearances.
62, has entered an innoMs. Boisseau pleaded
The pair was arrested
cent plea to four indict- innocent to charges that
ments on sex-related she assisted Dowell in in Simpson County last
charges and illegal deal- promoting prostitution. week by underCover
ing in food stamps.
and trafficked in food agents from state police
and the attorney
Indicted with Dowell stamps.
earlier in the day was
Trial dates for both_ general's office.
Katie Boisseau, 50, in were set for April 13, with
One of the bills accuses
connection with the same Dowell's bond set at Dowell of acceptin
g
case.
$40,000 and that of Ms. $6,000 worth of food
Dowell, a mail order Boisseau at $25,000.
stamps and $1,000 in cash
minister who formerly
Both were returned to in exchange for a teenlived in Louisville, was Simpson County Jail age boy.
charged with promoting
prostitution, promoting
sexual performance by a
minor, distribution of
STANFORD, Calif. or at least minimize loss
child pornography and (AP) — A computer sor- of life and damage in
ting through data on the future quakes.
Additionally, says the
earthquake that 75 years
ago destroyed much of publication MIS Week, by
San Francisco is pro- using a computerized
Inclustnal Average
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Air Products
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MINI Year Begley Pharmacist%

How to transfer your
prescription

DRUG STORES
Central Shopping Center

March

It's easy to transfer your prescription to310110.
-You simply bring your prescription borne1001001•01 Or
phone in your prescription number and your Begley
Pharmacist will do tha neteeeery telephoning to your
doctor .
We have low everyday prescription picas. And
invite you to price your prescription before we fill it.

hink Begley's for
Chocolate
Covered
Peanuts

L'OREAL

Eye Shadow

nag

AN Medea of L'OREAL Cremes Et
Pones powder ern shadow Ins
Tre eye moon! made wirrh you in mond

For mnor sem and

miseries of nine, flu.
uss Bayer for fast
$
149

porn feast 5 pr
Boo of 24

Chloraseptic
Chloraseptic anesthetic
antiseptic delvers soothng
relief to oars throat pan
In regular or cherry flavor
Oft oz

Noodles

Hog market

Nivea
Moisturizing Lotion
NIVEA

he.... anon is Iworst purpose moreturizer
Ideal for hand and body Lies
100.

Biologically tasted for
effective action in the
relief of constipation
Box of 30 with
2016 'noes free
Boa 04 36 pas

Loreal

II

relce•

Bausch & Lomb

Ultra Ikh _

Skatapoo & Cowdiliowar

Lens Lubricant
sun.I.lubricant

L'OREAL hos elannli. 0.r. Dry. Ind Kmrs
Body snimpoo in 160,. bottles Or try
L'OREAL conditioner n Reguir, Extra Bode.
and Blow-Dry In *60w. bottles

for use with soft or
hwd contact lone
14 oz. bottle

B1GNEWS!
POCKET COMPUTER

ASV

Was 229.95
in Cat. RSC-6

LOW PUCE
Vic995

E VE P

Begley s

Cold Capsules
EJ1JEJJLJ UEJ ID ICI ICI MI0
CD CD Et]CA]J EJ CD000CI El ID
alp
1::1 CI C3 111101E
11111g3
CD MO I=1001=1

Bagley's Cold Capsules aro timed action,
day and night rake capeulse tor temoonon
fele from noel congestion due to colds
and hay fever
Bo. of

M3 CP

1111111111011C1

• Use As a Calculator, Or Program For Complex Problems
• Use "On-Site" in Real Estate, Engineering, Business

A runty wean red
hendled corn broom

10 capsules
MOD ACTION CANNATA 111•T

Rathe ihaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

The copper lop
Owing bertsh
204. of C or

Photo Corner

G E
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Bright Stik

The &gni Sul•or ENERGY SAVER It lasts
bnper then on ordinary household bulb, with
•mann pleasing color twisting from Mthin

"Free Film

Glad

Trash
IMP
Improved 30 wean
ronforcel den bags
Bo.

of 10

With Color Print Roll Film
Developing and Printing!

--Schick

Bong in

your neat roll of 1 10 126 or 35rnrn Color Print Film
for developing and TWIN Prints at Me Begley Drug
every
day discount poces and receive FREE with your completed
order•roN of Colon:volt 24 Espouse': Tw
Color
iN Print Fe'

Pius Platinum'

Razor Blades

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND
DEALERS

•••••• NAO.

Duracell

'

The TRS-80 computer that goes where you go! More powerful, yet easier to use than a programmable calculator.
Add one of our interfaces (also at new low prices!) and an
optional recorder and you can use our selection of readyto-run cassette software. Programmable in BASIC, too.
Only "he x137/. x VW—put one in your pocket today!

_

CioNod

Stock market

----
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6/e Care About Yo
Double Dipped

Computer gives information

VI

KY.

Member FDIC

Two indicted for stamp
fraud, enter innocentpleas

NILLITS

South Office
S. 12th and Story

- OFFERS • Guaranteed Quality
• Everyday lois Prices
• Feel. Delvendeble service
• FREE Vinyl Album Page

Plus Now Thru
February 28 1982

OillINIct.,^ 1,1

FREE FILM
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